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Chapter VII 
TOPOLOGY OF THE PLANE 
§ 26. Cutting of the plane by a given set 
26.1. In the topological study of the plane, a transfer from the plane to the sphere 
by the so called stereographical projection is often convenient. 
The sphere is the space S2 (see 17.10). We put (throughout the whole chapter) 
co = (1,0, 0) g S2 . 
If x 4- \y e E2, we put (throughout the whole chapter) o(x 4- iy) = (£0, > £2) e 
E S2 — (co), where 
„ _ x2 4- y2 - 1 - _ 2x „ _ 2y 
Co — 2 2 7"' ¿1 — 2 2 7"' — ~~2 2 7" ' X2 4- y2 4- 1 X2 + y2 4 - 1 X2 4- y2 4- 1 
By the proof of theorem 17.10.4 we obtain 
26.1.1. a is homeomorphic mapping of the plane onto S2 — (co). 
The mapping a is termed the stereographical projection. 
The following theorem is easy to prove: 
26.1.2. Let M cz E 2 . The set M is unbounded if and only if coe a(M). 
26.1.3. Let M C E 2 . The closure of o(M) in S 2 is: [1] a(M) if M is bounded, 
[2] o(M) U (CO) if M is not bounded. 
Proof: By 26.1.1, o(M) is the closure of a(M) in S2 - (co), so that 26.1.3 follows 
from 8.7.1 and 26.1.2. 
26.1.4. Let M cz E 2 , ae M. A continuum K c (M) u (co) containing both o(a) 
and co exists if and only if there is a set C cz M which is closed (in E2), connected, 
unbounded, and which contains the point a. 
Proof: I. Let C exist. The set o(C) a G(M) is connected by 26.1.1, so that, by 
18.1.6, the set K = a(C) is also connected. We have K = o(C) u (co) by 26.1.3, so 
that K cz o(M) u (co), o(a) e K, (oeK. K is a continuum by 17.2.2 and 17.10.2. 
II. Let K exist. By 19.4.1 there exists an irreducible continuum L cz K between 
c(a) and co. Put Q = L - (co), C = c r - ^ 0 , SO that aeC, C <z M. Evidently 
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Q = L, so that, by 26.1.3, C is closed and unbounded. Q is connected by 19.4.2 
and hence C is connected by 26.1.1 
26.1.5. Let M c E2 be a bounded set. Let asE2 — M, be E2 — M, a ^ b. M cuts 
the plane between the points a and b if and only if <r(M) cuts the sphere between a(a) 
and o(b). 
Proof: If o(M) cuts S2 between a(a), a{b), then evidently o(M) cuts S2 — (co) 
between a{a), a(b), so that (see 26.1.1) M cuts the plane between a, b. 
If c(M) does not cut S2 between a(a), o(b), there is a continuum K c S2 - o(M) 
containing both o(a), a(b). If o does not belong to K, then (see 26.1.1) cT-^K) C 
c: E2 — M is a continuum containing both points a, b, so that M does not cut the 
plane between a, b. Thus, let a> e K. Obviously there is a neighborhood U of <o 
in S2 such that U — U is a continuum and such that neither a(a) nor o(b) nor 
any point of <r(M) belongs to U. Let , H2 be components of K — U such that 
o(a)eHx, a(b)eH2. By 19.1.1 and 19.3.1, Hl9 H2 are continua and we have 
Hx n (D - 17) 4= 0 4= H2 n (¿7 - U) so that AT0 = Hv u (¿7 - U) u H2 is also 
a continuum. We have a(a)eK09 <j(b)eK0, coeS2—K0, o(M) n K0 = 0, so 
that <J(M) does not cut the plane between a, 
26.2. Let a set Af c: E2 and a point a e E2 — M be given. Let us associate with 
every ze M the point 
We obtain a mapping/of M into Sx which plays an important role in following 
tasks. We denote it by 
= TI(M; a). 
Evidently n(M; a) is a continuous mapping of M into S t and n(N; a) is its partial 
mapping whenever N c M. 
26.2.1. Let M cz E2, aeE2 — M. A necessary and sufficient condition for n(M; a) 
to be inessential is the following: There exists a set C cz E2 which is closed (in E2), 
connected, unbounded and such that ae C, C N M = 0. 
Proof of sufficiency: I. Let such a C exist. Let us assume that the mapping 
n(M; a) is essential. We have to reach a contradiction. 
II. Since M cz E2 — C, a e C , 7i(E2 — C; a) is essential by 24.2.6. Thus, by 
24.2.18, there is a continuum K cz E2 — C such that the mapping n(K;a) is 
essential. 
III. By 17.3.4, Q(K, C) > 0. Choose an E > 0, e < Q(K, C). By 17.2.3 there is 
a c > 0 such that \ x \ < c, \ y | < c for x -f \y e K. The set C is unbounded so 
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that there is a point b = bv + ib2e C such that either | b± | > c or | b2 I > c. 
By 24.2.7 it follows easily that the mapping n(K; b) is inessential. 
IV. By 19.1.2 there is a finite sequence {an}k0 such that a0 = a, ak = b, ane C 
(0 g n g k), Q(an-.,, an) < e (1 g n g k). The mapping n(K; a0) is essential by II; 
the mapping n(K; ak) is inessential by III. Thus, there is an index m (1 ^ m ^ k) 
such that the mapping n(K; am_ x) isesse ntial and the mapping 7i(K; am) is inessential. 
V. Put 
J = E[0 g t ^ 1]. 
t 
For te J we have 
(1 -t)am + tam-xe E2 (1) 
and we compute easily that 
dO - 0 <*m + tam-1, a j = f . , « J < e < C) , 
so that the point (1) does not belong to K. 
For z e K, te J put 
( 0 =
 z - [(1 - t)am + faM-i] 
Then cp is a continuous mapping of KxJ into Sx. The partial mapping cpKx{0> 
is inessential. The partial mapping is essential. By 24.3.1, the partial mapping 
<pi2)xj is inessential for every zeK. Thus, by 24.5.1, the mapping cp is inessential 
so that by 24.2.6 also (pKxii) is inessential which is a contradiction. 
Proof of necessity: I. Let n(M;a) be inessential. Since (p = 7i(E2 — (a); a) is 
a continuous mapping of the open set E2 — (a) ZD M into and since cpM = 
= 7r(M; a), by 24.2.16 there exists an open set G a E2 — (a) such that M a G 
and the mapping n(G; a) is inessential. Put F = E2 — <7, so that P i s closed and 
a e F. Let C be the component of F containing the point a. We have C n M = 0 
and C is connected. Moreover, C is closed (see 8.7.4 and 18.2.2). Thus, it suffices 
to prove that C is not bounded. 
II. Let, on the contrary, C be bounded. We have to reach a contradiction. There 
exists a bounded neighborhood U of C. Obviously C is a component of FN U. 
P n U is compact (see 17.2.3) and FN U is a neighborhood of C in the space 
F n l / , so that, by 19.1.4 (see also 19.1.5), there exist separated sets A, B such that 
F N U = A V B , C A A C Z U . 
Since A, B are separated, we have first A n B = 0. Secondly, A, B are closed 
in A u B = F n U and hence in E2. Moreover, A A U is bounded and hence 
compact (see 17.2.3). F — U is also a closed set. Since A n B = 0, A c U, we have 
^ n [P u (P - £/)] = 0. Thus, P u (P - £/)] > 0 by 17.3.4. Let us choose 
an e > 0 with E < Q[A, B KJ (F - U)]. Then, 
V = Q(A, E) 
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is an open bounded set (see 8.6). Since F = A u [B u (F — t/)], e < eM, B u 
u (F - U)]9 we have evidently V n F = A, so that (V - V) n F = [). 
III. Put 
H = V — V, 
so that / / is bounded and closed. Moreover, H n F = 0, i.e. H cz G, so that by I 
and 24.2.6, 7i(//; a) is an inessential mapping. Hence there exists a continuous 
mapping cp of H into such that 
e i y ( ; ) = for zeH. \z - a | 
Since H c E2 is closed, by 14.8.3 there exists a continuous mapping ij/ of the whole 
plane into Ej such that 
e i , H r ) = z - a for zeH. \z - a | 
IV. Since V is bounded, there is a number c > 0 such that 
ze V implies \z — a \ < c. 
Denote by Q the set of all ze E2 with \ z — a \ = c. 
V. Since a e F, H c G, we have OGE2 - i/ , so that there is a component Â  
of E2 — H containing the point a. The set K is connected and by 22.1.4 (see 
also 22.1.8) it is also open. By 22.1.9 (see also 10.3.2) we have K - K c H. 
VI. Define a mapping g of E2 into St as follows: [I] if zeK, then g(z) = e'^(2); 
[2] if z e E2 - K, then 
If simultaneously both ze K and z e E2 — K, then, by V, ze H so that both 
values g{z) are equal by (2). The partial mappings 
8K> SE 2-K 
are evidently continuous so that, by ex. 9.5, g is a continuous mapping of E2 
into Sx. By 24.5.3 g is inessential so that the partial mapping gQ is also inessential. 
VII. As C c A cz V, we have aeV. Hence, Kr\ V ={= 0. If K is not contained 
in K, we have, by 18.1.8, K n B(V) #= 0, i.e. (see 10.3.2) K n H 4= 0, which is 
a contradiction. Thus, K c K, so that by IV, Q a E2 — K, and therefore 
SQ = a) . 
Hence (see VI) n(Q;a) is an inesssential mapping of Q into On the other 
hand, n(Q; a) is evidently a homeomorphic mapping of the simple loop Q onto S,. 
Thus, n(Q; a) is essential, by 24.3.3 and 24.3.5, which is a contradiction. 
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26.2.2. Let Ma E2, a e E2 — M. The set a(M) cuts the sphere between the points 
o(a) and co if and only if the mapping n(M; a) of M into Sj is essential. 
This follows by 26.1.1, 26.1.4 and 26.2.1. 
26.2.3. Let Ma E2, a e E2 — M, b e E2 — M, a 4= b. The set o(M) cuts the sphere 
between the points a(a), a(b) if and only if the mapping 
n(M; a)/n(M; b) 
u \ z ~~ a 
It is easy to prove that h is a homeomorphic mapping of E2 — (b) onto E2 — (1). 
Put N = h(M); we have 0 = h(a). 
Define a mapping k of S2 into S2 as follows: First, /c(co) = <7(1); secondly, 
k[a(b)] = co; if, thirdly, £ e S2, £ 4= co, £ 4= o(b) there, is exactly one point ze E2 — (b) 
with C = o(z) and we put k(C) = o[h(z)]. It is easy to prove that k is a homeo-
morphic mapping of S2 onto S2 and that k[o(M)] = a(N), k[G(a)] = <x(0), h[o(b)] = co. 
Thus, a(M) cuts the sphere between the points o(a), o(b) if and only if a(N) cuts the 
sphere between the points a(0), co, hence (see 26.2.2) if and only if the mapping 
n(N; 0) of N into St is essential. 
Put / = n(M; a)jn(M; b), g = n(N\ 0). We have to prove that the mapping 
/ of M into Sj is inessential if and only if the mapping g of N into S t is inessential. 
This, however, is an easy consequence of the fact that hM is a homeomorphic 
mapping of M onto N, since, for every ze M, f(z) = g[h(z)]. 
26.2.4. Let M a E2. Let 
al9 a 2 , a k 
be mutually distinct points of the set E2 — M. Suppose that for 1 ^ k g k there 
exists no C a E2 closed, connected and unbounded such that akeC> C n M = 0. 
Suppose that for 1 ^ k < p ^ k there exists no continuum K such that a} e K, 
a^ e K, K N M = 0. Let nx, n2,..., nk be integers. Let the mapping 
n 0(M;a , )r 
A= 1 
of M 
into Sx be inessential. Then all the numbers ni,n2,..., nk are equal to zero. 
Proof: I. Let, on the contrary, some of the numbers ni9 n 2 i n k not be zero. 
Since our assumption concerning the points at, a 2 , a k remains preserved if 
we omit some of them, we may assume that none of the numbers nl9 n2,..., nk 
is equal to zero. 
of M into Sx is essential. 
Proof: For ze E2 — (b) put 
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II. By 24.2.16 we conclude easily that there is an open set G => M such that G 
contains none of the points al9 a2,..., ak and the mapping 
nixc;f l i)r 
is inessential. Put 
F = E2 — G . 
Let Cx (1 ^ X g k) be the component of F containing the point ax. The set F is 
closed so that (see 8.7.4 and 18.2.2) also the sets Cx (1 g X g k) are closed. 
Moreover, Cx are connected and we have axe Cx, Cxn M = 0, so that the sets Cx 
are bounded and hence (see 17.2.3) compact. Thus, for every X (1 ^ X ^ k) either 
Q = (ax) o r Q is a continuum such that ax e CXi Cxn M = 0. It follows easily 
that Cx (1 ^ X ^ k) are mutually distinct, and hence disjoint, components of F. 
III. If fi = 0, it is easy to construct a closed, connected and unbounded set 
T„ cz E9 such that T„ 
D Cx 4= 0 fo r exactly ¡i of the k sets Cy, C 2 , . . . , Let such 
a exist fo r some fi (0 ^ ¡j. g k — 1). W e are going to show tha t also Tfi + 1 exists. 
Choose an index X (1 g X g k) with n Cx = 0. Choose a point beT^. 
Choose a simple arc^4 c E 2 with end points ax, b, oriented in such a way that ak 
is the initial point (see 20.2.5). Denote by P the union of the Cv (1 fg v g k) with 
Cv n TTL= 0. Then P is a closed set and ake A n P, hence n P 4= 0- Hence 
(see 20.2.7) there is a last point c of the ordered set A n P c A. Evidently c 4= b 
so that (see 20.1.8) there exists a simple arc B cz A with end points b, c. Obviously 
w e m a y p u t TFL+1 = u B. 
IV. Thus, there exists a set = J" which is closed, connected and not bounded 
and such that T n Cx = 0 for exactly one of the indices X (1 ^ X ^ k). For 
certainty let 
T n CL = 0, T n CA 4= 0 (2 g A ^ Jfc). 
k 
Put S = TKJ U CX. The set S is closed, connected and not bounded and we have 
A = 2 
5 n C ! = 0 , Cx c S (2 g X g fc), 
hence 
aA e S (2 ^ X ^ k). 
V. The 
set Cj is bounded and E 2 — S is its neighborhood. Thus, there exists 
a bounded neighborhood U of the set Cx such that U n S = 0. By 10.1.2 we may 
assume that U n S = 0. Since Ct c U is a component of the set F, Cx is evidently 
a component of F n JJ. F n 17 is compact (see 17.2.3) and F n U is a neighborhood 
of Cj in the space F n U. Thus, by 19.1.4 (see also 19.1.5), there exist separated A,B 
such that FnU = AKjB9C1ciAc=:U. Since A, B are separated, we have A n 
n B = 0 and A, Bare closed in A B = F n U, and consequently in E 2 . Moreover, 
A cz £/ is bounded and hence compact (see 17.2.3). S u (P — £/) is also a closed 
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set. Since A n B = 0, A c £/, we have f7)] = 0. Thus, 
<?M, {/)] > 0 by 17.3.4. Choose an e > 0 with e < Q[A, B V S KJ 
u (F - C/>]- Then 
K = ¿204, e) 
is an open bounded set. As SvF=Av[BvSu(F— U)]9 e < g[A, B u S u 
u (P - C/)], we have V n (S u F) = /I, so that (K - F) n (5 u F) = 0. 
VI. Put H = V — V = B(V) (see 10.3.2). Then we have SnH=0 and, 
moreover, H n P = 0, i.e. / / c G, so that the mapping 
n [>(//; a ,XT 
A = 1 
is inessential. The set S is closed, connected and not bounded. Moreover, S n H = 0 
and, for 2 ^ A ̂  k,axe Ck<=. 5, so that, by 26.2.1, the mapping n(H\ ax) is inessential 
for 2 ^ A ̂  k. Thus, by 24.2.4 and 24.2.5, also the mapping 
n w » ; « r 
A = 2 
is inessential so that, by 24.2.4, also [n(H\ flj]"1 is inessential. As nv 4= 0, the 
mapping a{) is, by 24.2.10, also inessential. 
VII. Thus, by 26.2.1 there exists a set Q which is closed, connected and not 
bounded, such that at e Q, Q n H = 0. 
As ax e V, we have Q n V 4= 0. Since Q is not bounded and V is bounded, 
V does not contain Q. Thus, by 18.1.8, Q n B(V) 4= 0, i.e. 0 n / / 4= 0, which is 
a contradiction. 
26.2.5. Le/ M c E2. Le/ 
..., ak {k ^ 1) 
mutually distinct points of the set E2 — A/. LEI the set <J(M) cut the sphere between 
every two of the points 
w, a(ai\...,a(ak). 
Let nx, n2, ..nk be integers. Let 
Y\[_n(M-ax)r-
A = 1 
be an inessential mapping of M into S1 . Then all the numbers nv, w2,..., nk are equal 
to zero. 
This follows easily by 26.1.1, 26.1.4 and 26.2.4. 
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26.3. 26.3.1. Let A c: S 2, B c= S 2. Let the sets A, B be either both closed in A u B 
or both open in A u B. Let 
a0,al9...yak (k ^ 1) (1) 
be mutually distinct points of S 2 — (A u B). Let neither A nor B cut the sphere between 
some two points from (1). Let the set A n B have at most k components. Then there 
are indices A, p. (0 g X < // rg k) such that A u B does not cut the sphere between 
the points ax, a/i. 
Proof: By 17.10.3 we may assume that a0 = co. Evidently there are sets C c E 2, 
D c E 2 and mutually different points <xx e E 2 — (C u D) (1 ^ X ^ k) such that 
<r(C) = A, a(D) = B, a(a;) = ax (\ ^ X ^ k). We conclude easily by 26.1.1 that 
the sets C, D are either both open in C \J D or both closed in C u D and that 
C n D has at most k components. 
Since neither A = o(C) nor B = o(D) cuts the sphere between some two of the 
points a0 = to, ax = o"(aA) (1 ^ X ^ A'), we conclude by 26.2.2 that the mappings 
n(C; ax) k) of C into S, and the mappings n(D; <xx) (1 ^ X g k) of D 
into S t are inessential. 
By 24.2.12 there are integers nx, H2, ..., nk such that not all of them are equal 
to zero and the mapping 
f l | > ( C u Z ) ;*,)]"' 
A = 1 
o f C u D into St is inessential. Thus, by 26.2.5, there are two distinct points amongst 
(o = a0, ax) = ax (1 ^ X ^ k) such that C u i ) does not cut the sphere 
between them. 
26.3.2. Let ^ c S 2 , 5 c S 2 . Let the sets A, B be either both closed or both open. 
Let k — 1, 2, 3,.... Let both sets A, B be connected; let A n By however, have more 
than k components. Then S 2 — (A u B) has more than k components. 
Proof: The sets A, B, A n B are either closed or open. In the first case they are 
compact by 17.2.2 and 17.10.2. In the second case they are locally connected by 
22.1.3 and 22.1.14 and topologically complete by 15.5.2, 17.2.1 and 17.10.2. Thus, 
in both cases (see 19.5.9 and 22.3.2) the constituants of any of the sets A, B, A n B 
coincide with its components. 
Since A, B are connected and since A n B has more than k components, we see 
that A, B are semicontinua and further, that there exist points axeAnB 
(0 ^ A ^ k) such that distinct ones of them belong to distinct constituants of 
A nB. 
Put C = S 2 — A, D = S2 — B, so that the sets C, D are either both open 
(in S 2, hence also in C u D ) , or both closed (in S 2, hence also in C u D ) . As 
ax e A, A = S 2 — C and A is a semicontinuum, C cuts the sphere between no two 
of the points ax (0 ^ X fg k). The same holds certainly for the set D. If the set 
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CnD has at most k components, there are, by 26.3.1, indices A, p such that 
0 ^ A < p g k and the set C u D does not cut the sphere between a^a^. If follows 
that (see 19.5.10) both points ak9 aM belong to the same constituant of S2 — 
— (C u D) = A n B, which is a contradiction. Thus, the set C n D = S2 — 
— (A u B) has more than k components. 
26.4. 26.4.1. Let M a S2 be a closed set. Let M cut the sphere between points a> b. 
Then there exists a component of M which cuts the sphere between the points a, b. 
Proof: By 17.10.3 we may assume that b — w. Then there exists a set N cz E2 
and a point <xeE2 — N such that o(N) = M, <r(a) = a. If no component K of M 
cuts the sphere between the points a, co, the mapping n(H; a), where H = a.^K), 
is inessential by 26.2.2. All the components of N have by 26.1.1 the form H = 
= O - i iK) where K are all the components of M. Thus, the mapping n(N; a) is 
inessential by 24.2.17, since M is compact by 17.2.2 and 17.10.2, so that N is compact 
by 26.1.1. Then, by 26.2.2, M = a(N) does not cut the sphere between a, a>. This is 
a contra- diction. 
26.4.2. Let Ma S 2bea locally connected set. Let M cut the sphere between points a, b. 
Then there is a component of Af, cutting the sphere between the points a> b. 
The proof is similar to the proof of theorem 26.4.1. 
26.4.3. Let Ma S2 , N a E ! be homeomorphic sets. Then S2 — M is a semi-
continuum. 
Proof: It is easy to show (even in different ways) that M 4= S2. Thus, if the 
statement does not hold, there are points a e S2 — M, b e S2 — M such that M 
cuts the sphere between them. By 17.10.3 we may proceed under the assumption 
of b = co. By 26.2.2 the mapping nla.^M); <7_ j(a)] would be essential. On the 
other hand, G - X (M) is homeomorphic with N a Ex, so that we see easily by 24.3.7 
that every continuous mapping of o - ^ M ) into S, is inessential. 
26.4.4. Let M a E2 be a bounded set. Let M be homeomorphic with a set N a Ej. 
Then E2 — M is a semicontinuum. 
This follows easily by 26.1.1, 26.1.5 and 26.4.3. 
26.4.5. Let Mx a S2, M2 a S2. Let h be a homeomorphic mapping of Mx onto M2. 
Let ate Ml9 a2e h(ax). Let ax be an interior point of Mx (in S2). Then a2 is an 
interior point of M2 (in S2). 
Proof: Assume the contrary. As av is an interior point of Mx in S2, it is easy to 
find a neighborhood Ut of at in the space M{ such that there exists a homeo-
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morphic mapping k of E2 onto Ui. Evidently there is a neighborhood Vt cz Ui 
of ax in Mx such that k.x(Vx) is bounded. 
Evidently U2 = h(Ux), V2 = h(Vare neighborhoods of the point a2 in M2. 
Choose a b e U2, b 4= «2 • There is a number 3 > 0 such that xe M2, q{a2 ,x)<6 
imply xeV2. Since a2 is not an interior point of M2 in S2, there is a point 
ce S2 — M2 such that Q(a2,c) = r < 3. Let Q be the set of all * e S 2 with 
Q(a2ix) = r. It is easy to prove that Q is homeomorphic with Sj and that Q 
cuts S2 between the points a2, b. Thus, the set Q n M2 = Q n U2 cuts U2 between 
the points a2, b. We have Q n M2 c= Q — (c), so that evidently there is an 
N cz Ej homeomorphic with Q n M2. 
For ze E2 put (p(z) = h[k(z)], so that cp is a homeomorphic mapping of the 
plane onto U2. There exist points a e E 2 , fieE2 and a set R c E2 such that 
<P(A) = A2, = = (2 N M2 . AS G N M2 cuts U2 between the points 
a2 , P cuts the plane between the points a, p. We have ( p - j ^ ) = ^-i(^i)» 
0 n M2 C K2 SO that the set R is bounded. Evidently, R is homeomorphic with N. 
This is a contradiction by 26.4.4. 
26.4.6. Lei M C S 2 , aeS2 — My b e S2 — M, a 4= b. Let M not cut the sphere 
between the points a, b. Let M be connected. Let M C N C AI. LE/ JV CM/ /AE sphere 
between the points a, Then there is at least one point c e N — M such that the 
set M u (c) cuts the sphere between a, b. If C is the set of all such points c, then C 
is closed in N. 
Proof: By 17.10.3 we may assume that b = co. There exist sets M0 c: E2, 
N0 cz E2 and a point a e E2 such that cr(M0) = M, c(N0) = N, G(OL) = a. By 26.1.1, 
M0 is connected and M0 cz N0 cz M0, so that M0 is dense in N0. We have 
a G E2 — A q̂, so that 7i(A 0̂; a) is a continuous mapping of N0 into Si and 
n(M0; a) is its partial mapping. This partial mapping is inessential by 26.2.2. 
By 24.2.19 there exists a set C0 cz N0 — M0 such that C0 is closed in N0 and, 
for Z0 cz N0 — M0, the mapping n(M0 u Z0 ; a) is essential if and only if 
Z0 n C0 4= 0. Put C = cr(C0). The set C is closed in N by 26.1.1. By 26.2.2, for 
Z c N — My the set M u Z cuts the sphere between the points a, co if and only 
if Z n C 4= 0. Since N cuts the sphere between the points a9 co, we have (N — M) n 
n C 4= 0 and hence C 4= 0. 
26.5. 26.5.1. LE/ P = S 2 or P = E2. Let F be a closed set in P. Then the 
constituants ofP — F coincide with its components. They are open. 
Proof: P is complete by 15.1.3, 17.2.1 and 17.10.2. P is locally connected by 
22.1.8 and 22.1.14. P - F is open in P. Thus, the space P - F is topologically 
complete by 15.5.2 and locally connected by 22.1.3 so that our theorem follows 
by 22.1.4 and 22.3.2. 
It is easy to prove the following theorem 
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26.5.2. Let M c E2 be a bounded set. Then E2 — M has exactly one unbounded 
component — denote it by H. The set S2 — cr(AZ) has the following components: 
first, a(H) u (co), secondly, all the sets a(K) where K are bounded components of 
E2 - M. 
26.5.3. Leř e/f/zer P = S2 or P = E2. Le/ C c P be a simple arc. Then P - C is 
connected and B(P - C) = C. 
Proof: I. The set P — C is connected, since, by 26.4.3 and 26.4.4, it is a semi-
continuum. 
II. By 10.3.2 we have B(P - C) c C. If there is a point aeC - B(P - C), 
it is evidently an interior point of C in P. By 26.4.5 this is impossible for P = S2. 
By means of the stereographical projection it follows easily that this is also 
impossible in the case of P = E2. 
26.5.4. (Jordan theorem.) Let either P = S2 or P = E2. Let C c P be a simple loop. 
Then P—C has exactly two components; denote them by Gx, G2. We have B(GY) = 
- B(G2) = c. 
Proof: I. Choose aeC9 beC, a 4= b. By 21.1.2 there are simple arcs Cx, C2 
such that 
Cx u C2 = C , Cx n C2 = (a) u (6). 
The sets Cj, C2 are closed and connected. Cj n C2 has two components. Thus, 
by 26.3.2 (see also 26.5.2), P — C has at least two components. 
II. If the set P — C had more than two components, there would be, by 26.5.1, 
points a, /?, y in P — C such that C would cut P between any two of them. If 
p = S2, we obtain a contradiction with theorem 26.3.1, since C\, C2 are closed 
in C = C{ u C2, Cj n C2 has two components and (by 26.4.3) neither C, nor C2 
cuts S2 between some two of the points a, /?, y. By 26.1.5 it follows easily that we 
may obtain an analogous contradiction also in the case of P = E2. 
III.. Thus, P — C has exactly two components Gl9 G2. We have to prove that 
= = C. Choose ateGi9 a2e G2. Then C separates at from a2f in P. 
If D cz C 4= D9 then it follows by 26.4.3 and 26.4.4 that D does not separate aY 
from a2 in P. Thus, C is an irreducible cut of the locally connected space P between 
the points al9 al9 so that by 22.1.10 there are connected sets P l 5 P2 such that 
axeTl9 a2eT29 P t u P2 c P - C, B^T^ = B(T2) = C. 
By 22.1.9, , P2 are components of P — C. Thus, P t = Gx, P2 = G2 and hence 
M(Gt) = B(G2) = C. 
Let C c E2 be a simple loop. By 26.5.2 and 26.5.4, E2 — C has exactly one 
bounded and exactly one unbounded component. The bounded component of 
E2 — C is called the interior of the loop C\ denote it by 
V(C). 
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The other component of E2 — C is called the exterior of C; denote it by 
W(C). 
By 26.5.1 the sets V(C) and W(C) are open. By 26.5.4, 
B[V(C)] = B[W(C)] = C. 
26.6. 26.6.1. Let Q a S2. Define the set L(Q) cz S2 as in 22.2 (putting P = S2). 
Let a e S2 — Q, b e S2 — Q, a 4= b. If Q does not cut the sphere between the points 
a, b, then neither does the set 
M=QkjL(Q) - [(a) u (*>)]/-
Proof: We may assume that 6 = co (see 17.10.3), so that g c S 2 - (co). There 
exists a set Q0 cz E2 and a point a e E2 - Q0 such that o(ct) = a, o(Q0) = Q. 
Define L(Q0) cz E2 as in 22.2. By 26.1.1 it follows easily that o[L(Q0)] = L(Q) - (co). 
By 26.2.2 the mapping n(Q0; a) is inessential, so that by 24.4.1 the mapping 
n[Qo u AG) — (a); a] a l s o inessential. On the other hand a[0o u L(Q0) — 
— (a)] = M, so that, by 26.2.2, M does not cut the sphere between the points a, co. 
26.6.2. Le/ 2 c S2 , a e S2 — Q, beS2 — Q, a ^ b. Let Q be locally connected. 
If Q does not cut the sphere between the points a, b, then there exists a set M a 
a S2 - [(a) KJ (6)] such that [1] Q c M c= Q, [2] M is Gd(S2), [3] M is locally 
connected, [4] M does not cut the sphere between the points a, b. 
Proof: Put i . 
M = L(Q)- [(a)Kj(b)]. 
By 22.2.2, Q cz M. By the definition of L(Q) we have M c- Q. By 22.2.3 (see 
also 13.1.2) the set M is G*(S2), By 22.2.4, M is locally connected. As 0 c M , 
by 26.6.1, M does not cut the sphere between the points a, b. 
26.6.3. Let either P = S2 or P = E2. Let Q c P, aeP-Q, beP - g," a 4= 6. 
/ / P = E2, let Q not be bounded.'Let Q be Gd(P). Let Q be locally connected. Let Q 
cut P between a and b. Then there is a simple loop C cz Q cutting P between a and b. 
Proof will be done e.g. for P = S2 (the case P = E2 may be transferred to 
P = S2 by means of theorem 26.1.5). By 17.10.3 we may assume that b = co. 
There exists a set Q0 c= E2 and a point a e E2 — Q such that cr(a) = a, o(Q0) = Q. 
By 26.1.1 it follows easily that Q0 is locally connected and that it is G<5(E2), so that Q0 
is a topologically complete space (see 15.1.3 and 15.5.2). By 26.2.2, the mapping 
^(Goi a) is essential. Hence, by 24.4.2, there exists a simple loop C0 cz Q0 such 
that the mapping N(C0 \ a) is essential. Then C = <J(C0) is a simple loop, we have 
C cz Q and, by 26.2.2, C cuts S2 between the points a, co. 
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26.6.4. Let Q a S2 , a e S2 — Q, beS2 - Q, a 4= b. Let Q be locally connected. 
Let Q cut the sphere between the points a, b. Let no set X c Q 4= X closed in Q cut 
the sphere between the points a, b. Then Q is a simple loop. 
Proof: Put Af = L(Q) - [(a) u (6)]. By the definition of L(Q) (see 22.2) we 
obtain M e g . The set Af is GÖ(S2) by 22.2.3. By 22.2.4 Af is locally connected. 
By 22.2.2, Q c A/, so that Af cuts the sphere between the points 0, b. Thus, by 
26.6.3, there is a simple loop C c M which cuts the sphere between the points 0, b. 
It suffices to prove that Q « C. Let, on the contrary, Q 4= C. If Q a C, there 
exists a set N c Ex homeomorphic with Q. This is, however, impossible by 26.4.4, 
as Q cuts the sphere between the points a, b. Thus, C does not contain Q, so 
that C is not equal to M. As C c Af, there is a point ce Af — C. The set C is 
compact, hence (see 17.2.2) it is closed in S 2 . Thus (see 10.1.2), there is a neigh-
borhood U of the set C such that c e S2 — U. If we had Q c L7, then 
CEM C L(Q) c g c i 7 , 
which is impossible. Thus ß n i/ + ß . On the other hand, X = Q n U is closed 
in Q. Hence, Q r \ U does not cut the sphere between the points ¿7, Z>. 26.6.1 yields 
that the set _ 
M0 = (ö n C7) u L(ß n 17) - [(a) u (A)] 
does not cut the sphere between the points a, b either. As C cz Af c L(Q)jmd as 
U ZD C is closed, we obtain easily by the definition of L(Q\ L(Q n U) that 
C c L(Q n U). Thus, C c Af0, so that C does not cut the sphere between the 
points a, b. This is a contradiction. 
26.6.5. Let g c S 2 . Let the set Q be GÖ(S2). Let Q be locally connected. Then the 
constituants ofS2 — Q coincide with its components. 
Proof: Let a9 b belong to distinct constituants of S2 — Q so that Q cuts the sphere 
between them; let, however, both points a, b belong to the same component K 
of S2 — Q. We have to reach a contradiction. By 26.6.3 there exists a simple loop 
C <= Q which cuts the sphere between points a, b. Hence (see 26.5.1), 0, b are not 
in the same component of S2 — C. This is a contradiction, as both a, b belong to 
the connected set 
^ C S 2 - Q C S 2 - C . 
26.6.6. Let Q cz S 2 . Let Q be locally connected. Let Af be a constituant of S2 — Q. 
Let _ 
aeM — Af, be Af . 
Then there exists a continuum K such that 
aeK9 be K, K - (a) c M . 
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Proof: Define L(Q) as in 22.2. By 8.2.1 there exists a sequence {c„}{- such that 
c„ e M for every n and c„ -»• a. By 22.2.2 we have Q <= L(Q). Put 
Co = W ) ~ [(a) u (b) u U (Ol • 
n = 1 
Qo is G,(S2) by 22.2.3 (see also ex. 13.11). Q0 u (a) is locally connected by 22.2.4, 
so that Qo is locally connected by 22.1.3. Let M0 be the component of S2 - Q0 
containing the point b. By 18.2.2 (see also 8.7.1) we have 
A/0 - M0 cz Q0 . 
By 26.6.5, M0 is a semicontinuum, so that M is a constituant of S2 — Qo ( s e e 19.5.8). 
For n = 1, 2, 3, . . . we have b e M, cne M, so that Q does not cut the sphere between 
the points b, cn. By 26.6.1, the set 
L(Q) - m u (cn)] = Qkj L(Q) - m u (cn)] 
does not cut the sphere between the points b, cn either. On the other hand 
Qo c L(Q) — [(£) u (Ol- Thus, Qo does not cut the sphere between the points b, cn, 
so that both the points b, cn belong to the same constituant of the set S2 — Q0, 
i.e. cn e M0 . As c„ a, we have a e M0. As a e S 2 - Q0, M0 — Af0 2o> w c 
have aeM0. As aeM0, beM0i a 4= 6 and as Af0 is a semicontinuum, there 
exists a continuum c containing both a and b. Thus, by 19.4.1, there is an 
irreducible continuum K between the points a, b such that K cz Af0. 
It remains to be proved that K — (a) cz Af. The set ^ — (a) is connected by 
19.4.2. Moreover, K cz Af0 c S2 - Q0, so that K - (a) cz S2 - Qi9 where 
Gi = L(Q) - [(¿>) u IJ (Ol • 
n = 1 
The set Qx is, similar to a locally connected G<J(S2)-set. Since K— (a) is 
a connected subset of S2 — Qx and since be K — (a), we have K — (a) cz N, 
where N is the component of S2 — Qx containing the point b. By 26.6.5, N is a semi-
continuum. On the other hand, 
Qx z> L(Q) - M => Q . 
Thus, AT is a subset of the constituant of S2 — Q containing the point b, i.e. N cz Af, 
so that really K — (a) cz Af. 
26.6.7. Lei Q a S2 be a locally connected set. 77zew //ze constituants of S2 — Q are 
closed in S2 — Q. 
Proof: Let Af be a constituant of S2 — We have to prove (see 8.7.1), that 
~M - M cz Q. On the other hand, let there be a point 
aeM-(MvQ). 
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By 26.6.6 there exists a continuum K such that a e AT, K — (a) <= M. As a e S2 — Q, 
M cz S2 — Q, we have K cz S2 — Q. As K is a continuum, A is a subset of one 
constituant of S2 — Q. Since 0 4= A' — (a) c M and since M is a constituant of 
S2 — Q, we have K cz M and hence a e M which is a contradiction. 
26.7. 26.7.1. Le/ M cz S2 be a closed set. Let M be locally connected. Let e > 0. 
Then the set S2 — M has only a finite number of components with diameter greater 
than e. 
Proof: I. Otherwise there exists (see 17.10.2) a sequence {a*}?0 and a point b 
such that lim an = b, all the an belong to S2 — M and, if Gn is the component of 
S2 — M containing an9 the sets Gn are mutually distinct and every one of them 
is more than £ in diameter. 
II. We have b E M. In fact, otherwise (see 22.1.4 and 22.1.14) there exists an 
open connected G cz S2 — M such that b E G. Since lim an = b, there exists an 
index n such that ane.G, an+1 eG. Since an and an+l do not belong to the same 
component of S2 — M and since G c S2 — M is connected, this is impossible. 
III. By 23.1.6 (see also 17.2.2) there exists a finite system of point sets such 
that [1] the s e t s e 51 are closed and connected, [2] the union of all the sets A e'9I 
is equal to Af, [3] every set A is less than ¿e in diameter. 
Divide into three parts S l i , ^ » ® ^ as follows: [1] A EVL belongs to 91^ if 
and only if b£ A, [2] if A E - X then A e 9T2 if there is, and A e 9I3 if there 
is not a set B E with A n B 4= 0. 
Denote by C, (i =-1, 2, 3) the union of all the sets A e9r f. The sets C l 5 C2, C3 
are then closed and every one of them has a finite number of components; we 
have Cj u C2 u C3 = M, b E Ct - (C2 u C3), Ct n C3 = 0 and finally, 
for x e C l 5 
Q^bj x ) < e f o r XEC2. 
Since b does not belong to the closed set C2 u C3, there is a S > 0 such that 
S < and such that 
g(b, x) > 3 for JC e C2 u C3 . 
IV. Denote by 7\ the set of all X E S2 with g(b, x) g 3, so that 7\ n (C2 u C3) = 
= 0. Denote by r 2 the set of all ; t eS 2 with g(b, so that T2 n 
n (CI u C2) = 0. Evidently, , T2 are continua. 
V. Since lim an = b, 3 > 09 there is an index p such that 
n ^ p implies g(an9 b) < 3 . 
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VI. If p g m < n, then C2 u C3 does not cut the sphere between the points 
am9 an as T{ c S2 - (C2 u C3) is a continuum containing both the points am9 an. 
VII. If p ^ m < n9 then Cx u C2 does not cut the sphere between the points 
am, an. In fact, if (7m, G„ are more than £ in diameter, there exist points txm e Gmr 
ocri e Gn such that Q(am9 or J > ie, q(an, a„) > ie. We have 
A«) ^ - e(b, am) > Y £ - <5 > Y £, 
hence a,„ e T2 and similarly a„ e T2. 
By 26.5.1 there exists a continuum cz containing both points am9 <x,„ and 
a continuum KN c containing both points a„. The set K= KM\J T2\J K„ 
is a continuum contained in S2 — (Ci u C2) and containing both points am9 an, 
so that Cj u C2 does not cut the sphere between these points. 
VIII. If m < n9 then (see 26.5.1) M cuts the sphere between the points am9 an. 
Since 
M = (C, u C2) u (C2 u C3) 
with closed summands, we obtain by VI and VII and 26.3.1 that the set 
(<C1 u C2) n (C2 u C3) = C2 
has infinitely many components, which is a contradiction (see III). 
26.7.2. Z,^ Af cz S2 be a closed set. Let M be locally connected. Let G be a component 
of S2 — M. Let G cz N c: G. Then N is locally connected. 
Proof: I. G is open in S2 (see 22.1.4 and 22.1.14), so that, by 22.1.2, N- is locally 
connected in every point x e G . 
II. Let ae N — G. We have to prove that N is locally connected at a. Choose 
an £ > 0. By 22.1.1 it suffices to prove that there is a S > 0 such that for every 
xe N with q(a9 x) < <5 there is a connected S cz N with a E S9 XE S9 d(S) ^ 2e. 
Obviously it suffices to prove this for e such that there exists a point bEG with 
Q(a9 b) > £. 
III. Denote by T the set of all x e S2 with q(a, x) ^ e9 so that b e T. It is easy 
to prove that M u T is closed and locally connected. 
If K is a component of S2 — (M u T)9 then A' is a connected subset of S2 — Af, 
so that (see 18.2.5) we have either K<=G or KnG = 0. 
IV. Let A: be a component of S2 - (Af u T) such that K cz G. Then K nT 4= 0. 
Assume the contrary. By 18.2.2 (see also 8.7.1), K — K cz Af u T, and hence (see 
10.3.2 and 22.1.4) B(K) = K - K cz Af. Since K is a connected subset of the open 
S2 — A/, we see by 22.1.9 that K is a component of S2 — Af. As K c: G9 we have 
K = G which is a contradiction, since K n T — 0, b e G n T. 
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V. Denote by 91 the system of all components K of S2 — (M u T) such that 
K cz G. By III, G - (M u T) = G - T is the union of all sets Ke$l. Divide 91 
into three parts 9^,9*2,913 as follows:Ke 91 j if a e K. If K e 91 - 91 x, then K e 9I2 
(K e 913, respectively) if the diameter of K is greater than (less than or equal to) ^e. 
Denote by C, (/ = 1, 2, 3) the union of all K e 91, , so that 
G - T = C\ u C2 u C3. 
VI. For every A e 9tA, K u (a) is connected by 18.1.7. Thus, Cx u (a) is connected 
by 18.1.5. 
VII. 9l2 is a finite system by 26.7.1, so that C2 is the union of all K with Ke 9i2. 
Thus, a does not belong to C2 . It follows easily by IV that a does not belong to C3 
either. Hence, there is a number <5 > 0 such that S < e and 
x e C 2 u C 3 implies g(at x) ^ 5. 
VIII. Let xe N, g(at x) < <5. Since S < e, x does not belong to T. We have 
x e N cz G = G - T \JT = G - T u T, 
and hence 
x eG — T = Civ C2 u C3, 
so that, by VII, x e Cx . 
IX. Thus, the set 5 = Cx u (tf) u (x) is connected by VI and 18.1.7. Evidently 
S c Ny aeS, xeS. Moreover, S c S2 - T so that </(£) g 2e. 
26.7.3. Lei M c S2 be a closed set. Lei M locally connected. Lei G be a component 
of S2 — M. Let aeG — G. Let e > 0. TTien w a S > 0 such that for every 
beG with q{a> b) < S there is a simple arc C with end points a, b such that C — (a) c G 
and the diameter of C is less than e. 
Proof: G is open by 22.1.4 and 22.1.14, so that G u (a) is CD(S2) by 13.1.3 and 13.2. 
G u (a) is locally connected by 26.7.2. [G u (a)] n Q(a, ie) = H is open in G u (a) 
and hence locally connected (see 22.1.3). Let T be the component of H containing a. 
r is locally connected by 22.1.6 and open in G u (a) by 22.1.4. Thus, T is G ^ S ^ 
by 8.7.5, 13.1.1 and 13.1.2. Consequently, r is a topologically complete space by 
15.5.2, 17.2.1 and 17.10.2. Certainly, T is connected and we know that it is locally 
connected. 
Since T is open in G u (a), there is a 3 > 0 such that 
x e G, g(a, x) < 3 imply x e T. 
Let beG, g(a, b) < 3. Then b 4= ay b e T. By 22.3.1 there is a simple a r c C c T 
with end points a, b. We have C - (a) e r - (a) cz G. As T c= i2(<z, we have 
¿(C) ^ fe < e. 
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26.7.4. Let M cz S2 be a closed set. Let G be a component of S2 — M. Put H = B(G)t 
so that (see 22.1.9 and 22.1.14) H a M. Let as H. If both the sets 
G u (a), M 
are locally connected at the point a, then H is also locally connected at the point a. 
Proof: Assume the contrary. By 22.1.1 there is an e > 0 such that for every 
3 > 0 there is a be H with g(a, b) < 5 and such that every connected subset of H 
containing both a and b is greater than or equal to e in diameter. 
Put Q — Q(a, ̂ e), so that Q is a neighborhood of a in S2. Evidently Q is homeo-
morphic to E2, therefore locally connected by 22.1.8 and unicoherent by 25.2.3. 
Let K be the component of [G u (a)] n Q containing the point a. Let L be the 
component of M n Q containing the point a. Since G u (a), M are locally connected 
at a, there is a number <5 > 0 such that 
xeG, g(a, x) < 3 imply x e K, 
xeM, q(a,x)<3 imply xeL. 
The definition of e yields easily the existence of a point be H n Q such that 
Q(a> b) < S and the fact that the points a, b belong to distinct components of H n Q. 
On the other hand, H n Q is compact (see 10.3.1, 17.2.2 and 17.10.2), so that (see 
19.1.5) a and b belong to distinct quasicomponents of H n Q and hence also in 
distinct quasicomponents of H n Q cz H n Q. Thus, the set Q — ( Hn Q) = 
= Q — H separates the point a from the point b in Q. Thus (see 22.1.12), there 
exists a C cz Q — H which is an irreducible cut of Q between the points a, b. C is 
connected by 25.1.2. 
Since be H cz M, g(a, b) < <5, we have beL and, of course, also aeL. Thus L 
is a connected subset of Q containing both a and b. Since C separates a from b 
in Q, we have L n C 4= 0. On the other hand, L cz M cz S2 — G, so that 
C — G #= 0. 
If x e G — Kf we have g(at x) ^ 3. Hence also 
xe G — K implies Q(ay x) fg 3. 
On the other hand, beHaGaG-KuK, q{ay b) < <5, so that beK. Thus, 
KKJ (b) is a connected (see 18.1.7) subset of Q containing both points a, b. Since C 
separates a from b in Q, we have [K u (b)] n C 4= 0 and hence K n C 4= 0. On 
the other hand, K cz G u (a), so that G n C + 0. 
As C - G 4= 0 4= G n C and as C is connected, H n C 4= 0 by 18.1.8. This is 
a contradiction. 
26.7.5. Lei M cz S2 a c/ased . Lei Af locally connected. Let G be a component 
of S2 — M. Then B{G) is locally connected. 
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This follows by 26.7.2 and 26.7.4. 
26.8. 26.8.1. Let M C E2be a compact set. Let f be a continuous mapping of M into S 1 . 
Then there exists a finite number of points ak e E2 — M (1 ^ X ^ k) and integers 
nk (1 ^ X ^ k) such that the mapping 
f . Y \ l < M ; a i ) Y x 
>1=1 
is inessential. 
Proof: I. If a e E2, b e E2, a 4= b, define a segment S(a, b) similarly as in exercises 
to § 19; S(a, b) is, of course, a simple arc with end points a, b. 
II. If a = av 4- \a2 e E2 and if s is a positive number, denote by A{a, 2s) the set 
of all x 4- \y e E2 with | x — ax | g s, \ y — a2 | ^ s. The set A(s, 2s) will be called 
a square and the point a is said to be its centre. Edges of the square A (a, 2s) are 
the segments 
S(a — s — si, a — s 4- si), S(a + s — si, a 4- s 4- si), 
S(a — s — si, a 4- s — si), S(a — s + si, a 4- s 4- si). 
The union of all four edges of a square A(a, 2s) is said to be its perimeter and is 
denoted by D(a, 2s). Evidently D(a, 2s) is a simple loop, and A(a, 2s) — D(a, 2s) is its 
interior. The points 
a — s — si, a — s + si, a 4- s — si, a 4- s 4- si 
are termed the vertices of the square. 
III. By 24.2.15 there exists an open set G c E2 such that M cr G and there exists 
a continuous mapping g of G into Sx with | /(z) — g(z) | < 2 for every z e M. 
IV. 17.2.3 and 17.3.4 yield the existence of an integer m > 1 such that: [1] for 
every x 4- \y E M, | x | < m, | y | < m, [2] if Q(X 4- iy9 M) < 2m' 1 , then x 4-
+ iy e G. 
Order the points 
/i 4- Vi 1 4" i , -> ^ 2 2 ^ 2\ 4- — (-m < a < m , -m < v < m ) m 2m v ~~ ~~ 
into a one-to-one sequence {ck}*mA. Put Ak = J(cA ,m~ l) , Dk — D(ck,m~1), K = 
4m 4 
= U Ax> SO that K = A(0, 2m). 
A= 1 
Denote by K0 the union of all Ak (1 ^ X ^ 4m4) with Ak n M 4= 0. Evidently 
M <= K0 c G nK. 
Denote by Kv the set obtained from K0 by adjoining of all the vertices of all the 
4m 4 4m4 
squares Ak (1 ^ X g 4m4). Put K2 = K0 u U Dx = u U Dk. 
A = 1 A = 1 
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V. Evidently there exists a continuous mapping gt of Kt into Sj such that g\(z) = 
= g(z) for every zeK0. If S(a, b) is an edge of some of the squares Ax (1 ^ X g 
< 4m4), there is evidently a continuous mapping h of S(a, b) into ST such that 
h(a) = gi( t f ) , h(b) = gi(b). Consequently there exists a continuous mapping g2 
of K2 into S t such that the partial mapping coincides with gx. 
VI. The square Ax (1 g X ^ 4m4) is said to be free, if Ax is not a subset of K2. 
(Evidently, cz K2 if and only if Ax cz K0, i.e. if and only if Ax n M 4= 0.) Denote 
by A the set of X(l ^ X ^ 4m4) for which the square is free. 
Let Xe A, so that n K2 = DA is a simple loop. It is easy to prove that Dx 
may be oriented in such a way that the mapping n(Dx; cA) has degree (see 24.3.2) 
equal to one. Denote by nx the degree of (g2)DA, so that nx is an integer. 
VII. Put 
k = g2.T\MK2',cx)]-n\ 
Xe A 
If XeA, then the degree of the mapping (g2)D;t is nx, the degree of the mapping 
n(Dx \ cx) is +1, and it is easy to prove that for ¡.i e A, u 4= X, the degree of the 
mapping N(D/9 cx) is zero. Thus (see 24.3.4) the degree of kDjL is zero so thai it is 
inessential by 24.3.3. Thus, for every XeA there is a continuous mapping cpx of Dx 
into Ej such that el(pMz) = k(z) for every ze Dx. By 14.8.3 there exists a continuous 
mapping \j/x of Ax into Ex such that ij/x(z) = (px(z) for every zeDx. 
VIII. Since K=K2\J\JAx, Axc\K2 = DX for XeA, there exists evidently 
XeA 
a continuous mapping v of K into Sx such that [1] v(z) = k(z) for every zeK2y 
[2] v(z) = e ^ ( z ) for XeA, zeAx. 
K is obviously a cartesian product of two simple arcs, so that the mapping v 
is inessential by 24.3.1 and 24.5.1. Put 
u =/. n CAr"\ 
XeA 
so that u is a continuous mapping of M into SA. For z e M we have g2(z) = g(z); 
therefore z e M implies | u{z) — k(z) | = |/(z) — g(z)\ < 2, and hence u is inessential 
by 24.2.6 and 24.2.8. 
26.8.2. Let P = S 2 or P = E2. Let M a P be a compact set. Let k = 1, 2, 3, . . . . 
The set P — M has more than k components if and only if there exist k continuous 
mappings fx (1 ^ X g k) of M into ST such that the mapping 
iW 
x = 1 
cannot be inessential, if the integers nx (1 ^ X ^ k) are not all equal to zero. 
Proof: I. By 17.2.3, 17.10.3, 24,5.4, 26.1.1 and 26.5.2 it suffices to prove the theorem 
under the assumption of P = E2. 
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II. Let E2 - M have more than k components. By 26.5.2 there exist mutually 
distinct bounded components Kx (1 g A ^ k) of E2 — Af. Choose an axeKx and put 
k 
fk = n(M\ ax). By 26.2.4 (see also 26.5.1) we see easily that the mapping \\fxx is 
;.= I 
inessential only if nl = ... = ?ik = 0. 
III. Let there exist continuous mappings fx (1 g A ̂  k) of Af into Sj such that 
k 
J~J fxx is essential whenever at least one of nx is not zero. We have to prove that the x = i 
set E2 — M has more than k components. Assume the contrary. 
By 26.5.2 (see also 17.2.3), E2 — Af has exactly one unbounded component. Let 
us denote this by K0 and the remaining components of E2 — Af by K^ (1 ^ p g h), 
so that, by the assumption, 
0 g h < k. 
For every A (1 g A g k) there is, by 26.8.1, a finite number of points and integers 
c[X) e E2 - M (1 ^ v g rx) and m\X) (1 ^ v ^ rx) such that the mapping 
A . n w M i ^ r 
V = 1 
is inessential. 
For every p (0 ^ p ^ h) choose a point a^eK^. As Af is bounded, we may choose 
a0 such that A: e Af, a0 — x = yt + iy2 imply yt > 0. By 26.2.3 (see also 26.1.5 
and 26.5.1) we may associate with every pair of indices A, v (1 ^ A ^ k9 1 g v g rx) 
an index p (0 ^ p ^ h) such that the mapping n(M; c(vX))ln(M; a„) is inessential. 
Moreover, we see easily by 24.2.7 that the mapping 7r(Af; a„) is inessential. Thus 
(see 24.2.4 and 24.2.5) there are integers nXfI (1 ^ A ^ ky 1 ^ \L g h) such that 
the mappings h 
(1 ^ A ^ k) are inessential so that, for every choice of integers xx (1 ^ A g k), 
the mapping k 
A=1 ¿1=1 
k 
is inessential. Thus, the mapping ["{/*A is inessential if the integers xx (1 ^ A ^ k) 
k x=i 
are such that ]T nxtlxx = 0 for 1 ^ p g h. 
x=i 
As h < ky we may choose such integers without putting xt ==... = xk = 0. 
This is a contradiction. 
26.8.3. Let C c E 2 be an oriented simple loop. For every aeE2 — C, a) is 
a continuous mapping of C into S j . The degree (see 24.3.2) of this mapping is equal 
to zero if and only if a e W(C). 
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Proof: By 24.3.3, the degree of n(C\ a) is equal to zero if and only if this mapping 
is inessential. This holds by 26.2.2, 26.5.1 and 26.5.2 if and only if aeW(C). 
26.8.4. Let C c E2 be a simple loop. With respect to one of both its orientations 
(see 21.2.3), the degree of n(C; a) is equal to +1 for every ae V(C). 
This orientation is called positive and the second one is called negative. By 24.3.2, 
with respect to the negative orientation, the degree of the mapping n(C; a) is equal 
to — 1 for every a e V(C). 
Proof: I. Let a e V(C), b e F(C). By 26.5.1 and 26.5.2, a(C) does not cut the sphere 
between the points a(a), o(b) so that the mapping n(C; a)/n(C; b) is inessential 
by 26.2.3. Thus, both mappings n(C; a), 7t(C; b) have the same degree by 24.3.3 
and 24.3.4. 
II. It remains to be proved that, if an orientation of a simple loop C and a point 
a e V(C) are chosen, the degree of n(C; a) is equal to ± 1. By 24.3.6 there is a conti-
nuous mapping/ of C into Sx such that its degree is equal to +1. By 26.8.1 there 
are points ak e E 2 — C(1 ^ A ^ k) and integers nk (1 ^ A ^ k) such that the mapping 
A = 1 
is inessential, so that (see 24.3.3) its degree is equal to zero. Thus (see 24.3.4) 
k 
1 + I nkrk = 0, 
A= 1 
where rk is the degree of n(C; ak). As E 2 — C = V(C) u W(C), we have for every 
index X (1 ^ A ^ k) either ak e W(C) or ak e V(C). In the first case rk = 0 by 26.8.3; 
in the second case rk = s by I. Thus, there is an integer n with ns = 1. Thus, s = ± 1. 
Exercises 
26.1. Let M <= E2 be a closed unbounded connected set. Then there is at least one point a e M 
such that every component of M—(a) is unbounded. If there is exactly one such point, 
then M is homeomorphic with the set of all ^ e E j with x ^ 0. 
26.2. Let M E2 be an irreducible continuum between points a e Af, b e M. Then M has no 
interior points. 
26.3. Let St be a disjoint system of continua Kc E 2 . Let the union of all K e R be the whole plane. 
Then there is a continuum K e ft such that E2 — A" is connected. 
26.4. For 1 < / ^ n let Cf c E2 be a simple arc with end points a, b. For 1 ^ i < j ^ ny let 
n 
Ci n Cj = (a) U (b). Then E2 — J J Cf has exactly n components. 
26.5. Let a locally connected M c E2 be an irreducible cut of the plane between points a, b. 
Then Af is a simple loop. 
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26.6. Let a bounded C c E2 be an irreducible cut of the plane between points a> b. Let K C 
be a continuum. Then C — AT is either void or connected. 
26.7. Let C c E2 be a simple loop. Let Kt, K2 be continua. Let ATt U K2 ^ F(C), Kx n K2 = 0. 
Let axeC n Kit bv eC nKlt a2 e C n K2, b2eC r\K2, av =1- bx. Then there exists 
a simple arc Cx c C with end points av, bx such that (a2) u (b2) c C j . 
26.8. We cannot replace the word "continua" in ex. 26.7 by the words "connected sets". 
n 
26.9. For 1 ^ < ^ /i let Ci c: E2 be a simple loop. Let ( J V(Ct) be connected. Then there exists 
n n i= 1 
a simple loop C c JJ C4 such that U F C Q c F(C). 
i = l i = l 
26.10. Let M c E2 be a locally connected set. Let M be G ^ E ^ . Let a e M. Let there be no 
continuum K with K n M = (a). Let e > 0. Then there exists a simple loop C <= A/ of 
less than e in diameter such that a e V(C). 
26.11. Let K E2 be a continuum. E2 — /C is connected if and only if for every e > 0 there is 
a simple loop C with 
K c K(C) <= e) . 
26.12. Let C <= E2 be a simple arc. There exists a simple loop C0 c E2 such that C c C 0 . 
In exercises 26.13 and 26.14, P5 is the space from the exercises to § 19. 
26.13. Let a = (0, J). For every x eE2 — P 5 there is a continuum K c E2 such that x e K> 
K n P5 = (a). If there is an e > 0 given, we may choose the point x with Q{a, x) < e and 
such that every continuum K is more than > i in diameter. 
26.14. Let P be the set of all * + \y e E2 with either * + iy e P5 or —* + i v e P5. Let a =•--
= (0, J). Then there is no continuum K with K n P ••= (a). 
26.15. B. Knaster constructed in 1921 a continuum K <=• E2 such that there is no simple arc C <= K. 
Assuming this result, prove that there exists a set M ^ E2 and a point a e M such that: 
[11 M is G a(E2) , [2] M is Fff(E2), [3] there is a continuum H c E2 with H n M = (a), 
[4] there is no simple arc C c E2 such that C n M = (a). 
26.16. Let A/ c E2 be a closed set. Let a e M. Let K <=• E2 be a continuum such that K n A/ = (¿2). 
Let e > 0. Then there is a simple arc C c E2 with C c ¿¿(A", e) and C n M = (a). 
In ex. 26.17—26.19, Cf <= E2 (1 ^ / ^ n\ n = 2 , 3 , 4 , . . . ) are simple loops such that Cf n 
n Cj. = 0 for 1 ^ / < j ^ w. 
n 
26.17. Let C, <= for 1 < z ^ //, 1 ^ j ^ w, 1 * y. Then P — ( J Cf has exactly n + 1 
1=1 
rt 
components. These are the sets F(C,) (I ^ i ^ n) and the set JJ fV(C{) = K; we have 
n i — 1 
w = U i=i 
26.18. Let there exist an index A (1 ^ X ^ «) such that Cf K(CA) for 1 ^ / g z * and that 
n 
Cf c ^ (C^) for 1 ^ / ^ n, 1 g j ^ n, i =t= X #= y 4= /. Then P — ( J Cf has exactly n + 1 
»=1 
components. These are: the set W ( C t h e sets F(C f) (1 ^ i ^ n, i 4= A), and the set 
F(C a) - ( j K(C4) = a:. We have B(K) =~- ( j C f . 
i = 1 1 = 1 
/̂ A 
26.19. If neither the assumptions of ex. 26.17 nor the assumptions of ex. 26.18 are satisfied, the n 
set P — ( J Cg has also n + 1 components. However, the boundary of none of them is 
i = i 
n 
equal to JJ Cr 
i= 1 
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25.20. Exercises 26.17—26.19 may be generalized as follows: The assumption that Ct n Cj are 
void will be replaced by the assumption that every set 
i - i 
Q n U Cj <2 ^ ' n ) j= 1 
is either void or connected (and Cj 4= Cj for 1 ^ / < j ^ «). 
In exercises 26.21 and 26.22, Cx E 2 , C2 c E2 are simple loops and C 1 } C 2 denote their po-
sitive orientation, al9 bly cx are three distinct points of Cx, a 2 , b2, c2 are three distinct points 
of C 2 . 
26.21. Let Cj <=: F(C2). Let (a1 , ^ , q ) e C j . We have (a2yb2y c2) e C 2 if and only if there exist 
three disjoint simple arcs Alf A2> A3 such that 
CxnAx -(a,), ClnA2 = (bl), CxnA3=(cx)y (1) 
C2 n A t •-••-•-- (a2), C2r\A2^ (b2) y C2 n A3 = (c3). 
26.22. Let Cx c W(C2), C 2 c W{CX). Let (al9 bly q ) eCi. We have ( o 2 , 6 2 , c 2 ) e C 2 if and 
only if there are no simple arcs A2y A3 such that (1) holds. 
26.23. Let C E2 be a simple arc with end points ay b. Let (3 be the system of all simple 
arcs K E2 such that C O K contains exactly one point which is an end point of Ky and 
such that (a) 4= C n K 4= (6). The system ® may be divided into two disjoint subsystems 
S j , S 2 which have the following property: If Kx e S , K2 e (5, Kx C\ K2 ^ C, there is 
a simple arc r and a simple loop A such that [1] r E2 — C, [2] one of the end points 
of r belongs to Kx, the other to Kly [ 3 ] f c j c f u i j U i 2 u C . For every such A 
it holds that: [1] if Kx e <5t, K2 e or e S 2 , e S 2 , then either (a) u (6) <= V(A) 
or (a) U (6) c: ^(¿1), [2] if Kx e S , , K2 e <52, then either a e F(Zl), A e or a e W(.l) 
6 e F(/l). 
in exercise 26.24, S designates the segment as in exercises to § 19. 
26.24. Let a e E2 , b e E2 , a * b. Let C <= E2 be a simple loop such that S(ay b) <=• C. Let S{ay bt) 
be oriented in such a way that a is the initial point, and let C be oriented coherently. Let 
c e E2, d e S(ay b)y a * d * by S(cy d)—(d) <= F(C). Let 
c — d 
= x i r . b — d 
The given orientation of C is positive if and only if y is positive. 
26.25. Let Qx c E2 be the set consisting of the points + i , —i, the points x + i s in ( jc _ 1 ) , 
0 < JC g 1, and, finally, the points (1 + i) * + is inC*" 1 ) , 0 < x < 1. Then E2 — Qx 
is a semicontinuum. 
26.26. Let Q2 E2 be the set consisting of the points + i , — i , the points yJ(Q 2 —y 2 ) -h iy with 
1 < i? ^ 2, y = sin 1 I(Q — 1), and, finally, of the points —yJ(Q2 — y 2 ) 4- iy with I < Q ^ 2, 
y = sin 1 I(Q — 1). Let a = 0, b = 2i. Then Q2 cuts the plane between the points at b. 
26.27. Let Mt <= E2 , M2 C E2 be closed sets. Let there exist a homeomorphic mapping of Mx 
onto M2. If E2 — Ml has a finite number k of constituants, then E2 — M2 has also k 
constituants. If E2 — JV^ has an infinite number of constituants, then also E2 — M2 has 
an infinite number of constituants. 
26.28. One cannot omit in exercise 26.27 the word "closed". This may be seen, e.g., by replacing 
A f t , M2 with some of Al u Bl9 A2 u Bly A2 u B2 (where At is the set of all real xy A2 is 
the set of all x with —1 < x < 1, Bl is the set of all \x with real xy B2 is the set of all ix 
with —1 < x < 1). One cannot replace the word "closed" by the word "bounded", either. 
This follows by the example with Mx = Qt (see ex. 26.25), M2 = Q2 (see ex. 26.26). 
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§ 27. Topological characterization of the sphere 
27.1. Let P be a metric space. We say that P is a spherical space, if it has the following 
properties: 
(a) P is a locally connected continuum, 
(/?) P — (a) is connected for every a eP9 
(y) if A c: P, 5 c P are closed sets such that A n B is either void or connected, and 
if a, b are two distinct points of P — (A u B) such that neither A nor B separates the 
point a from the point b in P, then A u B does not separate a from b either. 
The term "spherical space" is motivated by the following fact: 
27.1.1. A metric space is spherical if and only if it is homeomorphic with S2. 
Proof of this theorem is the principal aim of this section. S2 is evidently a spheri-
cal space. In fact, S2 has property (a) by 17.10.2, 19.2.5 and 22.1.14; S2 has 
property (/?) by 17.10.4 and 19.2.4; S2 has property (y) by 26.3.1 (see also 19.5.11 
and 22.3.3). Since (a), (/?), (y) are topological properties, every metric space homeo-
morphic with S2 is spherical. To finish the proof of theorem 27.1.1, we have to 
prove the theorem: 
27.1.2. Let P9 Q be spherical spaces. Then P and Q are homeomorphic. 
Proof of this theorem will be done in section 27.3. First, we have to prove some 
simple theorems concerning spherical spaces.*) 
27.2. 27.2.1. A spherical space P is unicoherent. 
Proof: Let us assume the contrary. By 25.1.2 [see also property (a)] there are 
points aeP9beP, a + b and an irreducible cut M c P — [(a) u (Z>)] o f P between 
the points a, b such that the set M is not connected. Since P is connected, we have 
certainly M 4= 0. M is closed by 18.5.4. Hence, there exist disjoint closed sets A9 B 
such that A 4= 0 4= B, M = A u B. Since M is an irreducible cut between points 
a, b, neither A nor B separates the point a from the point b. As A n B = 0, 
property (y) yields that AKJ B — M does not separate a from b either, which is 
a contradiction. 
27.2.2. Let P be a spherical space. Let A c P, B c P be open sets such that A n B 
is either void or connected. Let a9 b be two distinct points of P — (A u B) such that 
neither A nor B separates a from b in P. Then A u B does not separate a from b in P 
either. 
*) By theorems of § 26 we see easily that all the theorems of section 27.2 are true for P = S2. 
Thus, it follows by 27.1.2 that these theorems are true, for every spherical space P. Theorem 
27.1.2, however, is not proved yet. Thus, these theorems must be deduced directly from the 
properties (a), ( f t , (y). 
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Proof: Assume the contrary. P is locally connected [see property (a)]. Thus (see 
22.1.12), there is an irreducible cut M cz A u B of P between the points a, b. M is 
closed by 18.5.4, so that M — A, M — B are also closed. As M cz A u B, we have 
(M - A) n(M - B) = 0, so that M - A, M - B are separated (see 10.2.1). 
Hence (see 10.2.7), there exist disjoint open U9 V with U n V = 0, U ZD M — A% 
V => M - B. Put A0 = M - U, B0 = M - V. Then A0, B0 are closed sets and 
we see easily that A0 <= A, B0 <= B, A0 u B0 = M. A0 n B0 is compact by 17.2.2; 
yl n P is open and either connected or void. Thus (see 23.2.5), there exists a closed 
set C such that A0nB0^CczAnB and that C is either connected or void. 
As A0 u C cz A, A0 u C does not separate a from b in P. This holds also for 
B0 u C. On the other hand, the set (A0 u C) u (B0 u C) =3 A0 u B0 = M separates 
a from b. Thus, property (y) yields that (A0 u C) n (P0 u C) = (/40 n P0) u C = C 
is neither connected nor void, which is a contradiction. 
27.2.3. Let P be a spherical space. Let C a P be a simple arc. Then P — C is connected. 
Proof: Let us assume the contrary. We obtain, by property (/?) and 20.1.2, that 
C + P. Thus, there are points aeP — C9 beP — C such that C separates a from 
b in P. By 22.1.12 [see also property (a)] there exists an irreducible cut D cz C of P 
between a, b. D is closed by 18.5.4 and connected by 25.1.2 and 27.2.1 [see also pro-
perty (a)]. Moreover, D is not a one-point set. Thus (see 17.2.2), D is a continuum. 
As D a C, D is a simple arc (see 20.1.13). Hence (see 20.1.9) there exist simple 
arcs Dx <z D, D2 a D such that u D2 = D and Di n D2 is a one-point set. 
As D is an irreducible cut of P between points a9 b, neither Dx nor D2 separates a 
from b. By (y), Dx u D2 = D does not separate a from b either. This is a contra-
diction. 
27.2.4. Let P be a spherical space. Let C cz P be a simple arc. Then C has no interior 
points. 
Proof: Let there be, on the contrary, a non-void open G cz C. C is closed (see 
17.2.2), so that G cz C. By 27.2.3, P - C 4= 0. Choose a e G, b eP - C. By 18.5.3, 
B(G) = G — G cz C separates a from b. By 22.1.12 there exists an irreducible cut 
D cz B(G) CZ C of P between a and b. We obtain a contradiction similarly as in the 
previous proof. 
27.2.5. Let P be a spherical space. Let A cz P, B cz P be disjoint closed sets. Let C cz P 
be a simple arc with end points a e A9 beB. Let A n C = (a), B n C = (b). Then 
C — [(tf) u (¿>)] is a subset of a component G of P — (A u B) and G — C is a component 
ofP-(AuBuC). 
Proof: C - [(a) u (6)] is a subset of a component G of P - (A u B) by 18.2.5 
and 20.1.5. G is open by 22.1.4 [see property (a)], so that G - C 4= 0 by 27.2.4. 
Choose a ceG — C. 
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We have to prove that x e P — (A u B u C) is in the same component of P -
— (A u B u C) with c, if and only if x e G . First, let A be a component of P — 
— (A\J jB u C) and let c e J , x e J . Then d is a connected subset of P — (/4 u B) 
and c e A n G, so that, by 18.2.5, J c G and hence xeG. 
Secondly, let c and x belong to distinct components of P — (A u B u C). We 
have to reach a contradiction with the assumption of xeG. P — (A v B v C) 
is locally connected by 22.1.3, so that, by 22.1.5, A u B u C separates c from x. 
Since c e G, x e G and G c P — (A u B) is connected, A u B does not separate c 
from x, so that A does not separate c from x either. By 27.2.3 C does not separate c 
from x either. As A n C = (a), A u C does not separate c from x by property (y). 
Similarly we may prove that B u C does not separate c from x. Since ( / 4 u C ) n 
n (B u C) = C, by property ( y ) ( / 4 u C ) u ( 5 u C ) = y 4 u 5 u C does not separate 
c from x. This is a contradiction. 
27.2.6. Let P be a spherical space. Let K cz P be a continuum. Let C c= P be a simple 
arc with end points a e X, b e K. Let C - [(a) u (6)] cz P - K. Then C - [(a) u (6)] 
is a subset of a component G of P — K. G — C has exactly two components G t , G2. 
We have 
C c B(Gt) cz C u B(G) u K (i = 1, 2). 
Proof: I. C — [(a) u (Z>)] is a subset of a component G of P — K by 18.2.5 and 
20.1.5. P — G is connected (see 22.1.13), so that G does not separate a from b. 
By 27.2.3, P — C does not separate a from ¿either. On the other hand, G u (P — C) = 
= P — [(a) u (£)] separates a from b. Moreover, G and P — C are open sets (see 
17.2.2 and 22.1.4), so that, by 27.2.2, G n (P - C) = G - C is neither void nor 
connected. Thus, G — C has at least two components. 
II. Let G0 be a component of G — C. G and G0 are open by 22.1.4, so that B(G) = 
= G - G, B(G0) = G0 - G0 by 10.3.2. We have B(G0) c C 0 c G = G u 5(G). 
By 22.1.9, B(G0) c i> - (G - C). Thus, 5(G0) <= C u 5(G). By 22.1.9, 5(G) c 
c= K. To prove that 
C cz B(G0) cz C u 5 ( G ) CZCKJK, 
we have to prove that C c 5(G0). 
Let us assume the contrary. Since 5(G0) is closed and since C is a simple arc, 
we prove easily that there exist simple arcs Cx, C2 such that 
aeCly beC2y n C2 4= 0, Cx u C2 c C, 
C - (C, u C2) * 0, 5(G0) c: u C2 u 
Choose a point c e C - f Q u C2) and a point d e G 0 . Evidently c e P - G0, 
so that (see 18.5.2) 5(G0) separates c from d. Since 5(G0) c C t u C2 u K> CT u 
KJ C2\J K also separates c from d. Evidently (c) u (d) c AT, so that K does not 
separate c from d. By 27.2.3 neither Cx nor C2 separates c from d. Since Ct n AT = 
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= (<a), C2 n K = (b), by property (y) neither nor C2\j K separates c from d. 
On the other hand, (CX u K) n (C2 u = X is connected, so that, by property (y), 
(Cj KJ K)KJ (C2 u K) = Ci u C2 u X does not separate c from dy which is a contra-
diction. 
III. Choose a c e C , ¿2 4= c 4= b. Choose (see 18.3.1 and 20.1.2) points r ,s in 
C — (c) such that this set is not connected between r and s. We may evidently assume 
fl =t= r # a + s ^ b. 
G — (c) is open and non-void. It is also connected. Otherwise (see 18.3.1) it 
would contain points h, k such that P — [G — (c)] — (P — G) u (c) would separate h 
from k. As G is connected, P — G does not separate h from k. By property (/?), (c) 
does not separate h from k either. As (P — G) n (c) — 0, by property (y) (P — G) u 
u (c) does not separate h from k. 
Thus, G — (c) is connected. It is also locally connected by 22.1.3. Moreover, 
G — (c) is a topologically complete space by 15.5.2 [see also (a) and 17.2.1]. Hence 
(see 22.3.1), there is a simple arc D a G — (c) with end points r, s. As C — (<•) 
is not connected between r and st D is not contained in C. Thus, there is a point 
t eD — C. By 20.1.9 there is a simple arc Z>t with end points r, / and a simple 
arc D2 with end points r, j such that D, u i)2 = £>, DY r\ D2 = (t). By 20.2.7 we 
see easily that there is a simple arc Ex c= Z)t with end points w, / and a simple arc 
P2 c D2 with end points t, v such that C n Et = (w), C n E2 = (u). Put E0 = 
= P, U £ 2 , Then £ 0 is (see 20.1.10) a simple arc with end points w, v and we have 
C n £ 0 = (w) u (u). 
[(") u (u)] is a connected (see 20.1.5) subset of G — C. Hence, there is 
a component G0 of G — C such that 
E0 - [(H)U(IO] cz G0. 
IV. We have to prove that G — C has at most two components. Let us assume 
the contrary. Then there exist, besides the described component G0, two other compo-
nents Gt, G2 of G - C. Choose gv e GY, g2 e G2. Then (see 22.1.3, 22.1.5 and pro-
perty (a)] P - (G - C) = (P - G) u C separates gx from g2. Consequently, 
( ? - ( ? ) u C u £ 0 separates from g2. 
It is easy to prove that there exist simple arcs C\ C", Cm such that C = C ' u 
u C" u C'\ C nC" = 0, a e C', b e C" and either C' n Cm = (w), C" n C" = (u) 
or C n Cw = (u), C n C* = (w). Let, e.g., C' n C" = (w), C" n C" = (v). 
Choose y e Cmt u 4= y 4= v. By II we have y e fl(Gj) n #(G2). Thus, Gx u (j;), 
u (7) are connected (see 18.1.7), so that Gt u (j>) u G2 is connected (see 18.1.4). 
Evidently [Gt u 00 u G2] n [(P - G) u C' u C" u £0] = 0, so that (P - G) u 
u C' u C" u £ 0 ^ o e s n o t separate g{ from g2. 
Choose a ze C\ a 4= z 4= u. By II, zeB(Gx) n ^(G2), so that (again by 18.1.7 
and 18.1.4) Gj u (z) u G2 is connected. Evidently [Gj VJ (z) u G2] n (Cw u E0) = 0, 
so that Cm u P0 does not separate gt from g2. 
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[(P - G) u C" u C" u E0] n (Cm u £0) = £ 0 is connected, so that, by property 
00, [(P - G) u C' u C" u £0] u (C* uE0) = (P- G)vCvE0 does not separate 
from g2, which is a contradiction. 
27.2.7. Le/ P be a spherical space. Lei C cz P be a simple loop. P — C has exactly 
two components and C is the boundary of both of them. 
Proof: Choose w e C, ve C, u 4= v. By 21.1.2 there exist simple arcs Cl9 C2 with 
end points u, v such that Cx u C2 = C, Ct n C2 = (u) u (y). 
Put K = Ci9 G = P — K. Then K is a continuum (see 20.1.1), C2 is a simple 
arc with end points ueK9veK9Gi s a component of P — K (see 27.2.3) and C2 — 
- [(w) U (v)] cz G. Thus, by 27.2.6, G - C2 = P — C has exactly two components 
(r,, G2 and we have 
Q c ^ c Q u C : ( i = 1,2). 
After an analogous reasoning in which we interchange Cv and C2 we obtain 
Cj cz B(Gi) c C t u C2 (i = 1, 2). 
Thus, 5(C?!) = *(G2) = u C2 = C. 
27.2.8. Let P be a spherical space. Let Mx cz P be a one-point set or a continuum. 
Let M2 cz. P be a one-point set or a continuum. Let Mt n M2 = 0. For i = 1, 2, 3 
let Ci cz P be a simple arc with end points at e Mx, b{ e M2. Put Cf = C{ — [(tf,) u 
u bL)] ( i = l , 2, 3). Let 
C*nC$ = C*nC$ = CtnC$ = 0, 
(C? u C$ u C?) n u M2) = 0. 
P - (Mi KJ M2) has a component G such that 
Cf u C* u C* cz G. 
G — (Cx u C2 u C3) to exactly three components Gi9G29G3. We have 
C2 U C3 c £((?!)> C3 U Ct cz B(G2)9 Cj U C2 C /?(G3), 
c ? n ^ G J = C? n *(G2) = C? n 5(G3) = 0, 
u 5(G2) U 5(G3) c Ci u C2 u C3 u Mi u M2. 
Proof: I. If C* u C* u C* is not a subset of a component of P - (Aft u M2), 
then [see 22.1.3, 22.1.5 and property (a)] there exist points ct e Cf9 c2 e C* (i9j = 
= 1,2,3) such that M1vM2 separates cx from c2. Sets Cf u (b^)9 Cj u (bj) 
are connected (see, e.g., 20.1.2). Thus (see 18.1.4) C* u C* u M2 is connected. 
On the other hand, (cx) u (c2) cz cf u C* u Af2 cz P — Mt, so that A^ does 
not separate from c2. Similarly we may prove that M2 does not separate ct from c2. 
As Mx n M2 = 0, we obtain by property (y) that Mt u M2 does not separate ct 
from c2 which is a contradiction. 
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Thus, there is a component G of P — (ML u Af2) with 
C i u C j u C j c G. 
G is open (see 22.1.4). 
II. By 27.2.5, G - Q is a component of P - (Ct u u M2). Ctu M{u M2 
is a continuum (see 17.2.2 and 18.1.4). By 27.2.6, (G - C,) - C2 = G - (Ct u C2) 
has exactly two components G3, G3 and we have 
C2 c B(G3) n 
£(G3) U B(G'3) <= Cx u C2 U Aft U M2 C P - C*. 
III. We may repeat the argument in II with interchanged C2, C\ . We obtain 
Q C J5(G3) N B { G & 
IV. By 18.2.5 (see also 20.1.5) we have either C3 c G3 or C* <= G3. Let, e.g., 
C* c G3 and hence C* n G3 = 0. Evidently G3 c G - (C, u C2 u C3). We 
obtain, by 22.1.9, 
B(G2) aP-[G-(Cl u C2)] c P - [G - ( Q u C2 u C3)]. 
Thus, by 22.1.9, G3 is a component of G — (Cx u C2 u C3). 
V. Hence, the set G — (C^ u C2 u C3) has a component G3 such that 
Cx u C2 c 2?(G3), C* n 5(G3) = 0, 
B(G3) CZ Gx u C2 U C3 U Afi u M2. 
We may repeat the whole part of the proof done till now with an arbitrary permu-
tation of Ci9 C2, C3. Thus, G — (Ci u C2 u C3) has a component G, such that 
C 2 u C 3 c J^Gj), Cf n J5(G0 = 0, 
5(Gi) c= C t u C2 u C3 u Af, u M2 , 
and a component G2 such that 
C3 u C t c B(G2)9 C* n £(G2) = 0, 
B(G2) CZ C , U C2 U C3 U U Af2. 
The components G1? G2, G3 are distinct, since their boundaries are distinct. 
VI. It remains to prove that G — (Cx u C2 u C3) has at most three components. 
We have (see II and IV) 
G - (Cx u C2 u C3) - G3 U (G3 - C3). 
Thus, it suffices to prove that G3 — C3 has at most two components. In fact, every 
component of G3 — C3 is a connected subset of G — (Cx kj C2 U C3) and hence 
(see 18.2.5) it is a subset of a component of G — (Ct u C2 u C3). 
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VII. CI\J C2\J MXKJ M 2 is a continuum (see 17.2.2 and 18.1.4). As G3 c: P — 
- (C, u C2 u i l / , u A/2), B(G3) c Q u Q u Af, u A/2, G3 is, by 22.1.9,a compo-
nent of P — (Cj u C2 u u Af2). On the other hand, C3 is a simple arc, the end 
points of which, a3 and Z>3, belong to C, u C2 u ^ u A/2, and we have C3 — 
— [(tf3) u (¿>3)] cz G3 . Thus, G3 - C3 has exactly two components by 27.2.6. 
27.2.9. Le/ P be a spherical space. Let C cz P be a simple loop. Let ae C, b e C, a 4= b, 
so that (see 21.1.2) there exist simple arcs C, cz P, C 2 cz P w/f/r points a, b such 
that 
Cj u C 2 = C, C, n C 2 = (a) u (6). 
Let C 3 cz P be a simple arc with end points a, Z>. Le/ C n C 3 = (a) u (A). There exists 
a component Q of P — C such that 
C 3 - [(fl) u (A)] cz 0. 
Q — C3 has exactly two components Gl9G2 and we have 
B(GX) = C 2 U C 3 , B(G2) = C, U C 3 . 
Proof: I. Obviously P - [(a) u (6)] 4= 0. If P — [(tf) u (A)] were not connected, 
then it would contain (see 18.3.1) points c9 d such that (a) u (b) would separate c 
from d. On the other hand, by property (/?), neither (a) nor (b) separates c from d, 
so that, by property (y)9 (a) u (b) does not separate c from d. Thus, P — [(a) u (b)] 
is connected. 
II. Put Af, = (a), M2 = (b)9 a{ = a2 = a3 = a9 b{ = b2 = ¿>3 = A. Then the 
assumptions of theorem 27.2.8 are satisfied. By I, the set G from the quoted theorem 
is equal to P — [(a) u (A)]. Thus, P - (C, u C2 u C3) has exactly three components 
(r,, G2, G3 and we have 
B(GX) = C2 u C3 , j?(G2) = C3 u C,, 5(G3) = C , U C 2 = C. 
We have 
P - (C u C 3) = (?! u C 2 u G 3 
with disjoint summands. G3 is, by 22.1.9, a component of P — C. This last set has, 
by 27.2.7, one more component Q and we have 
P - C = Q u G3 
with disjoint summands. Thus, 
P — (C kj C3) = (0 — C3) u G3 
with disjoint summands, so that 
Q - C3 = G, u G2 
with disjoint summands. 
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It remains to prove that Gx and G2 are components of Q — C3. Let this state-
ment be not true, e.g., concerning Gx. Then there exists a connected subset G\ of 
Q — C3 such that Gt cz G[ 4= Gx. Then, G\ is a connected subset of P — (C, u 
u C2 u C3) and we have Gx cz G[ 4= Gx. This is a contradiction, since Gx is a 
component of P — (Cx u C2 u C3). 
27.2.10. Let P be a spherical space. Let K cz P be a locally connected continuum. Let G 
be a component of P — K. Put H = B(G). Then H is a locally connected continuum 
and we have H cz K. 
Proof: I. By 22.1.9 we have H cz K. 
II. By 25.1.1 and 27.2.1, either H is a continuum, or H = (c) is a one-point set. 
Let H = (c). By 22.1.9, G is a component of P - H = P - (c). P - (c) is connected 
[see property (/?)]. Thus, G = P — (c), so that K cz (e), which is a contradiction. 
Thus, H is a continuum. 
III. It remains to be proved that the continuum H is locally connected. Assume 
the contrary. By 22.2.5 (see also 22.2.2) there exist distinct points ae H, b e H 
and a disjoint sequence of continua {//„}* such that Hn a H, lim g(a, Hn) = 
= lim Q(b, Hn) = 0. 
IV. Choose an e > 0 such that g(a, b) > 6e. By 23.1.2 there is an a > 0 such that, 
whenever x e K, y e K> Q(X, y) < a, there is a connected S cz K such that x e 5, 
y e S, d(S) < e. Evidently a g e . 
As lim Q(ay Hn) = lim g(b, H„) = 0, there is an index p such that for every n > p 
there are points ane Hn9 bne Hn with q(ay an) < a, q(by bn) < a. 
Since H p + 1 y HP+2, a r e disjoint continua, there exists (see 17.3.4) an TJ > 0 
such that T} < e, 2R\ < e( / /p + 1 , i /p + 2) , IN < Q(HP+II / /p + 3) , 2RJ < Q(HP+2, / / P + 3 ) . 
By 23.1.2 there is a /? > 0 such that, whenever xeK, ^e^T, >>) < /?, there is 
a connected S cz K such that * e e S, d(S) < r\. We may assume that 2/? g r]. 
V. Let n > p. Since H cz K, we have a e K> ane K. Moreover, g(a, an) < a, 
so that there is a connected Sn cz K such that ae Sn> ane Sn, ¿/(S )̂ < e. Put 
Mi = Sp+1 u Sp+2 u S'p+j. 
Mj is a continuum (see 17.2.2, 18.1.5 and 18.1.6). We have Mx cz K, ¿(A^) g 2e, 
aeMx, ap+i e Mx, ap+2eMi, ap^^eM^ 
Similarly we may prove that there exists a continuum Af2 c K such that d(M2) g 
g 2e, i e J I / 2 , 6 p + 1 e M2, bp+2eM29 bp+3eM2. 
We have Mx n Af2 = 0; we have even 
0 ( ^ , 6 ) 0 0 ( ^ 2 , 6)= 0. 
In fact, let there exist a point x with Afj) < e, g(;c, Af2) < e. Then there are 
x1eMli x2e M2 such that xt) < e, Q(X9 X2) < s. Since AEMU d(Mx) g 2e, 
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we have g(a9 xx) g 2e. Similarly g(b9 x2) g 2e. Thus, g(a9 b) g g(a9 xL) + g(xx , x) + 
+ Q(X> X2) + Q(X2 , b) < 2s + E + e + 2e, i.e. g(at b) < 6e, which is a contradiction. 
VI. Hp+ i is a connected subset of K n Q(Hp+l, P). Hence (see 18.2.5) there 
exists a component Q of Kn Q(Hp+l9 P) such that / / p + 1 c g , Since AT is a locally 
connected space and since Kn Q(Hp+l9 P) is open in K9 Q is open in K by 22.1.4. 
Thus, Q is locally connected by 22.1.3. As Q is open in the compact space K9 Q is, 
by 15.5.2 and 17.2.1, a topologically complete space. Moreover, Q is, of course, 
connected. We have ap+1eHp+i cz Q, bp+1eQ9 ap+l 4= bp+l. Thus, by 22.3.1, 
there exists a simple arc T c g with end points ap + l9bp+l. We have ap+1e Ml9 
bp+1 e M2 CZ P — MJ. Thus, by 20.2.7 (see also 20.1.8), there exists a simple arc 
E c D with end points ui9 bp + l such that E n Mx = (i/j). We have uleM1 cz 
cz P — Af2, bp +1 6 M2. Thus, by 20.2.7, there is a simple arc C t c: £ with end 
points u, such that Cx n M2 = (y,). 
We have proved that there exists a simple arc Cx with end points ul9 vx 
such that 
' C! cz KnQ(Hp+i9P)9 CxnMx =(«,), C 4 n M2 = (»,). 
Similarly we may prove the existence of a simple arc C2 with end points w2, r2 
such that 
C2cKn Q(Hp+29 P) , C 2 n M 1 = (w2), C2nM2 = (v2) 
and the existence of a simple arc C3 with end points w3, f 3 such that 
C3 c ATn G(//p+3, p), C3 n = (w3), C3 n M2 = (t>3). 
We have 
C l n C 2 = C 1 n C 3 = C 2 n C 3 = 0 . 
In fact, if there were, e.g., a point x e n C2, we would have HP+X) < P9 
g(x9HP+2) < P and consequently g(HP+L9 HP+2) < 2P. This is a contradiction, 
since Q(HP+19HP+2) > T ] ^ 2 P . 
VII. If there were Cx cz Q(Mi, s) u Q(M2, e), we would have 
Cx = [Cx n Q(MX, e)] u [Ct n Q(M2, e)] . 
The sets on the right hand side are open in Cv and, by V, disjoint; thus, they 
are separated. Moreover, they are non-void, since ux e Cx n MX9 vx e C t n M2 . 
This is impossible, as Cx is a connected set. 
Thus, there is a point xieCl such that g(xl9Mx) ^ £, g(xl9M2) ^ c. As 
C t cz Q(Hp+l9 P)9 there is a point y1e Hp+l such that ,yl)<p. On the other 
hand, ^ G Q CZ K9 yx e Hp+1 cz K. Thus (see IV), there exists a connected Sx cz K 
such that Xi e Sl9 yx e Sl9 d^Sx) < rj. 
We have ^ e ^ , d(Sx) < r\9 g(xX9 MX) ^ e > r\. Thus, Sx n MX = 0. Similarly 
we may prove that SX n M2 = 0. 
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We have Sx n C2 = 0. Let there be, on the contrary, a point z e Sx n C2. As 
C2 cz Q(HP+2,P)9 there is a point teHp+2, q(Z, t) < p. As d(Sx) < t]9 we have 
e(>'i >z) <1- Thus, Q(yi» 0 ^ gCKi >z) + Q(z> 0 < n + P < 2>y. This is a contra-
diction since ^ e i / p + j , TEHP+29 Q{HP+ , , / / p + 2) > 2//. Similarly we may 
prove that n C3 = 0. 
Thus, we have proved that there exist points xxeCl9 yt e Hp+l and a connected 
set S{ such that 
xxeSl9 y,eSl9 Sx cz P - (C2 u C3 u A/, u Af2). 
Similarly we may prove that there exist points x2 e C2, y2 e Hp+2 and a connected 
set S2 such that 
x2eS29 y2eS2 , S2 cz P - {Ci u C3 u A/, n M2) , 
further, that there exist points x3eC39 y3eHp+3 and a connected set S3 
such that 
S3 C P - ( C j U C2 u Af, u A/2). 
VIII. The set G is a component of P — K. Since Mx\j M2 cz K9 there exists 
(see 18.2.5) a component r of P - (Mi u M2) such that G cz T. 
We have ^ e HP+L cz H c 2?(G) c G, so that G u (j;,) is connected by 18.1.7. 
Since e Sx and since Sx is also connected, [G u (j^)] u ^ = G u is connected 
by 18.1.4. Since G cz P - (Mx u A/2), ^ cz P - (Mx u A/2), G u Sx is a subset 
of a component of P — (Mi u M2). Since 0=1= G c P, we have G u S^ c P. 
Thus, we proved that cz P. Similarly we may prove that <z r, S3 c P. 
IX. Aft and M2 are disjoint continua. For i = 1,2, 3, Ct is a simple arc with 
end points ute Ml9 v( e Af2. Moreover, C* n (Afx u Af2) = 0, where C* = 
= - [(";) u (^i)] an<*> further, Ct n C2 = Cx n C3 = C3 n C2 = 0. Thus, by 
27.2.8, Cf u C* u C* is a subset of a component of P - (M t u M2). On the other 
hand, xt e Sx n Ci9 Sx cz P — (M1 u M2) and hence xx e C f . As ^ cz P, we have 
c i u c j u c j c r . 
By 27.2.8, r — (Cx u C 2 u C3) has exactly three components Gj, G2, G3 and 
we have 
C2 u C3 c= ^ G O , C3 u C^ <= B(G2), Cj u C2 c £(G3), 
Cf n = C2* n £(G2) = C* n B(G3) = 0 , 
^ G j ) U 5(G2) U fl(G3) CZ CxU C2kj Mx\J M2. 
X. G is connected. We have Cx u C 2 u C 3 cz K, G r\ K — (). Moreover, G c P. 
Thus, G is contained in a component of P — (Cx u C2 u C3), i.e. we have either 
G cz Gx or G cz G 2 or G cz G 3 . If suffices to finish the proof under the assumption 
of G cz Gx. 
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We have 
B(GX) c C2 v; C3 u Mx\j M2 c= K. 
We have G n K = 0, n (C2 u C3 u Mj u M2) = 0. Hence, 
(G u 5,) n ¿(G^ = 0 . 
On the other hand, G KJ Sx is connected (see VIII) and we have 
0 4= G c (G u S J n G, . 
Thus (18.1.8), G u 5*! cz G,. This is a contradiction, since x, e C, n ^ , G, n 
n C , = 0. 
27.2.11. Le/ P be a spherical space. Let a e P, b e P, a 4= b. Let M cz P be a closed 
locally connected set. Let M separate the point a from the point b in P. Then there 
exists a simple loop C a M separating a from b in P. 
Proof: I. By 22.1.12, 25.1.2 and 27.2.1 [see also property (a)], there exists 
a component K of M separating a from b. K is not a one-point set [see property (/?)]. 
Thus (see 17.2.2, 18.2.2 and 22.1.6), K is a locally connected continuum. 
II. Let G be the component of P - K containing a. Put H = B(G). By 27.2.10, 
H cz K and / / is a locally connected continuum. Denote by T the component of 
P — //containing b. By 27.2.10, C cz H cz Xand Cis a locally connected continuum. 
By 22.1.11, C is an irreducible cut of P between the points a, b. It remains to be 
shown that C is a simple loop. 
III. Choose u e C, v e C, u 4= i-. By 21.4, it suffices to show that C - [(w) u (t;)] 
is not connected. Let us assume the contrary. Since w, v are distinct points of 
a locally connected set C, there is a connected neighborhood U of u in C and 
a connected neighborhood V of v in C such that U nV = 0. The sets U, V are 
continua (see 17.2.2 and 18.1.6). There is an e > 0 such that 
XG C y Q(X> U) < 2e => x e U, 
X E C, Q(X> v) < 2e=> xe V. 
Denote' by S the set of all xeS with Q(X, u) ^ e, Q(X9 V) ^ e. Then S cz C -
— [(«) U (t1)] and S is closed in C. C — [(w) u (u)] is connected and open in C. 
C is a locally connected continuum. Thus, by 23.2.5 there exists a continuum T 
such that S cz T cz C. 
IV. As B(T) = C, B(G) ^ C, the sets T u («), G u («) are connected (see 18.1.7), 
so that (see 18.1.4), T u G u («) is also connected. On the other hand, T u G u (w) 
contains both a and b and we have [f u G u (w)] n (T u V) = 0. Thus, T u V 
does not separate a from b in P. Similarly we may prove that TvU does not 
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separate a from b. Since ( 7 u U) n (T u V) is a continuum, we obtain by property (y) 
that i u l / u K does not separate a from b. This is a contradiction, since evidently 
TUUkjV = C. 
27.2.12. Let P be a spherical spacz. Let a e P, b e P, a 4= b. Let E > 0. Then there 
exists a simple loop C a Q(a9 e) separating a from b in P. 
m 
Proof: Property (a) yields, by 23.2.4, that P = U P, where P{ are locally connected 
i= 1 
continua, 2J(Pf) < £, 3 d(Pt) < g(a, b). If l g f g w , let: [1] /e/1, if a e P , , 
[2] ieA2 if on the one hand i doss not belong to Ax and on the other hand 
there is an index j ( 1 ̂ j ^ m ) such that j e A l 9 P, n P, 4= 0, [3] ze/ l 3 if neither 
/ e ^ i nor For Jc = 1, 2, 3 denote by the union of all the P t m) 
with ieAk. Evidently, Ql9 Q29 g 3 are closed and locally connected (see 23.1.11) 
and we have Qx u Q2 u 0 3 = P, a e ^ beQ2-Q2i Q, n 0 3 = 0, 
(?i u 62 c Thus, 02 separates ¿2 from A and, by 27.2.6, there exists 
a simple loop C <=. Q2 separating a from b. 
27.3. Let P be a spherical space. The word "map" (more precisely, map of the space P) 
will signify a system of a finite number (greater than or equal to 2) of simple 
arcs, satisfying certain assumptions stated below. The simple arcs SesJ0t are said 
to be the edges of the map 9ft. The union of all the edges of a map will be 
denoted by | 9ft |. Every end point of an edge of a map is termed a vertex of the 
map. The components of P — | 9ft | are said to be the faces of the map 9ft. We assume 
that: [1] if aeP belongs to two distinct edges of the map 9ft, then a is an end point 
of every edge in which it is contained; [2] if G is a face of 9ft, then B(G) is a simple 
loop and B(G) is a union of some edges of 9ft. 
Let 9ft be a map, let S be its edge, let a e S not be a vertex of 9ft. Then (see 20.1.9) 
S = Stu S29 where Sl9 S2 are simple loops with Sx n S2 — (a). Denote by 9Jt, 
the system of simple arcs obtained from 9ft omitting S and adding Sl9 S2.We 
see easily that 9ft, is a map. We say that 9ft, is an elementary refinement of the first 
kind of the map 9ft. 
Let 9ft be a map, let a, b be two of its vertices, let G be its face, let a e B(G)9 
b g B(G) and let S be a simple arc with the end points a9 b such that S — [(a) u 
u (A)] c G. Denote by 9ft2 the system of all the simple arcs obtained from 9ft 
adding S. We see easily (see 22.1.9 and 27.2.9), that 9ft2 is a map. We say that 9ft2 
is an elementary refinement of the second kind of the map 9ft. 
Let 9ft', 9ft" be maps. We say that 9ft" is a refinement of the map 9ft' if either 
9ft' = 9ft" or there is a finite sequence {9ftJo of maps such that: [1] 9ft0 = 9ft', 
9ftm = 9ft", [2] if 1 g / g m, then 9ftt- is an elementary refinement of the first or 
second kind of 
If 9Ji" is a refinement of 9ft' and 9WW a refinement of 9ft", then evidently 9ft'v 
is a refinement of 9ft'. 
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27.3.1. Let 9ft be a map of a spherical space P. Let G be its face. Let S be a simple 
arc with end points a e B(G), b e B(G). Let S — [(a) u (£)] <= G. Then there exists 
a refinement 9ft' of 9ft such that S is an edge ofW and \W \ = | 9ft | u S. 
Proof: There are evidently maps 9ftj, 9ft2 such that: [1] either = 9ft or 9?^ 
is an elementary refinement of the first kind cf 9ft, [2] either 9ft2 = 9ftx or 9ft2 
is an elementary refinement of the first kind of 9ft [3] the points a, b are 
vertices of 9ft2. Evidently there exists a map 9ft' such that S'e9ft' and 9ft' is an 
elementary refinement of the second kind of 9ft2. Evidently 9ft' has the required 
properties. 
27.3.2. Let 9ft be a map of a spherical space P. Let G be its face. Let C be a simple 
loop. Let C c G; let C — G contain at most one point. There exists a refinement 9ft' 
ofm such that C = | 9ft' |. 
Proof: I. Let C — G =-- (a) and hence a e B(G). Choose points b1eC9 b2eP — G 
such that bx 4= a 4= b2. By properties (a), (/?) and by 22.3.1 (see also 15.5.2, 17.2.1 
and 22.1.3) there exists a simple loop B cz P — (a) with end points bl9 b2. We have 
bt 6 B n G, b2 e B - G, so that, by 18.1.8, B n B(G) 4= 0. We see easily by 20.2.7 
that there exist points at eC, a2 e B(G) and a simple arc A cr B with end points 
at, a2 such that A n C = (at)9 A — (a2) c: G. As A cz B, we have at 4= a 4= a2 + 
As C is a simple loop, there exist (see 21.1.2) simple loops Cl9 C2 with end points 
a9 ax such that C = Cx u C2, Cx n C2 = (a) u (ax). 
Evidently AKJ Cx is a simple loop with end points a e B(G), a2 e B{G)9 and 
AvCi- [(0) u (a2)] c G. Thus (see 27.3.1), there exists a refinement of 9ft 
such that | SWi | = | SR | u A u Ci. The set C2 - [(a) u (flj)] a connected (see 
20.1.5) subset of P - | 9ft x | so that there exists a face T of 9ft! with C2 -
- ((a) u (<*!)) c r. Obviously aeB(T)9 axeB{r)9 so that (see 27.3.1) there exists 
a refinement 9ft' of 9ftx such that | 9ft' | = | | u C2, and hence C c | 9ft' 
II. Let € cz G. Choose points rxeC9 r2eP—G. There exists (see 22.3.1) 
a simple arc R cz P with end points rl9 r2. By 18.1.8, R n B(G) + 0. We see easily 
by 20.2.7 that there exists a simple arc A cz R with end points at e C, a2e B(G) 
such that A n C = (at)9 A — (a2) a G. P — A is open and connected (see 27.2.3). 
Hence, P — A is a connected, locally connected and topologically complete space, 
so that (see 22.3.1) there exists a simple arc S cz p — A with end points sx e Cr 
s2eP — G. We have S n B(G) 4= 0, so that there is a simple arc B cz S with end 
points bx eC9 b2e B(G) such that BnC = (bt)9 B - (b2) c G. As B cz S9 we 
have ax 4= bx. Thus, there are simple arcs Cl9 C2 with Cx u C2 = C9 Cx n C2 = 
= u (bi). 
Evidently A u Cx u B is a simple arc with end points a2 e B(G), b2 e B(G) and 
A u Cx u B - {(a2) u (b2)) cz G. 
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Thus (see 27.3.1), there exists a refinement 9JI, of 9ft such that | 9K, | = | 9ft | u 
u A u C, u B. C2 — [(a,) u (¿>,)] is a connected subset of P — | 9ft, |, so that 
there exists a face T of 9ft, such that C2 - [(a,) u (6,)] c r. Evidently ax G B(T). 
bs G B(r), so that (see 27.3.1) there exists a refinement 9ft' of 9Ji, such that | 9ft' | = 
= | 931, | u C2 and hence C c: | 9ft' |. 
27.3.3. Let Wl be a map of a spherical space P. Let aeP9 b e P9 a 4= b. Let C cz P 
be a simple loop. Let C separate a from b in P. Let e > 0. There exists a refinement 9ft' 
o/9ft and a simple loop C0 such that: [1] C0 cz | 9ft' |, [2] Q(X9 C) < e for x G C0, 
[3] C0 separates a from b. 
Proof: I. If C cz | 9ft |, we may put 9ft' = 93?, C0 = C. If C n | Wl | contains at 
most one point then C — | 9ft | is connected, so that there exists a face G of 9ft 
such that C- | 3H | c G. By 27.3.2 there exists a refinement 9Ji' of 9ft such that 
C cz | 9ft' | and we may again put C0 = C. 
Thus, let C — | 9ft | 4= 0 and let C n | 9ft | contain at least two distinct points. 
m 
II. By 20.1.12 we may put | 9ft | = (J Si9 where St are simple loops of less than 
i = i 
min [e, g(a9 C), q(b9 €)} 
in diameter. Denote by A the union of all St (1 ^ i ^ m) with C n St 4= 0. We 
have A 4=0, aeP — A, beP — A and A is compact and locally connected. We 
have C - | 9ft | = C - A. 
III. Let us assume that there exists a component 7of C — A such that Tu A = 
T u A (see 8.7.1 and 18.2.2) separates a from b in P. J is a connected subset 
of P - | 9ft |, so that there exists a face G of 9ft such that T cz G. T is (see 21.1.6) 
a simple arc, the end points of which, tv, tl9 belong to B(G) and T — [(¿,) u (i2)] = 
= T cz G. Thus (see 27.3.1) there exists a refinement 9ft' of 9ft such that | 9ft' | = 
= | 9ft | u T = | 9ft | u T. Since A is compact and locally connected, this holds 
also for T u A. Thus (see 27.2.11), there exists a simple loop C0 cz T u A cz 
c C u A separating a from b. Evidently C0 has the required properties. 
IV. It remains to prove the statement under the assumption that for no 
component T of C — A9 T u A = T u A separates a from b in P. 
Since C separates a from b in P, evidently C — A separates a from b in P — A. 
On the other hand, P - A is locally connected (see 22.1.3), so that, by 22.1.12, 
there is an irreducible cut R cz C — A of P — A between a and b. 
Evidently P u A = Ru A (see 18.5.4) separates a from b in P. 
V. Let T be a component of C — A with T n R 4= 0. Let us prove that the two 
end points of the simple arc T (see 21.1.6) belong to distinct components of A. 
Let, on the contrary, there be a component A0 of A such that T — T cz A0. 
Put At = A - A0, Rx = R — T. Since R is an irreducible cut of P — A between 
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the points a, b, Rx does not separate a from b in P — A,*) so that P, u A does 
not separate a from b in P. 
Since i u A = T u A does not separate a from b in P, TvA0 does not separate 
a from b in P either. Rx u A = Rx u A and T u A0 = T u A0 are closed and 
(P, u A) n (Tu A0) = A0 is connected. Thus, by property (y), (Rx u A) u 
u ( T u A0) z) R u A does not separate a from b in P, which is a contradiction. 
VI. A is compact and locally compact and hence (see 23.1.4) it has a finite number 
of components and there is (see 17.3.4) a d > 0 such that the distances of distinct 
components of A are greater than S. 
Denote by S the system of all components T of C - A with T n R 4= 0. For 
every Te 6 , T is (see V) a simple arc, the end points of which belong to distinct 
components of A, so that T is more than S in diameter. On the other hand, T are 
simple arcs contained in the simple loop C, and two distinct ones of them have at 
most their end points in common. Thus (see 21.1.7), <5 is finite. Let Tj (1 g j g n) 
be all the-elements of the system S. By 27.3.1 there exist maps$R0 = , . . . , 
such that (1 g y g n) is a refinement of the map 9 f t a n d that | 9fty. | = 
= | sJft;_, | u Tj = | 9 f t , . | u Tj. Put 9ft' = 9ftn, so that 9ft' is a refinement of 9ft 
and | 9ft'| = | SR | u U TV 
i 
n n 
Since R v A cz A \J Tj, A u (J Tj separates a from b in P. Thus (see 27.2.11), 
j=i i 
n 
there exists a simple loop C0 <z A v \J Tj separating a from b in P. Obviously C0 
j= i 
has the required properties. 
27.3.4. Lei 9ft a map of a spherical space P. Let e > 0. There exists a refinement 
9ft' of 9ft such that every face of 9ft' is less than or equal to e in diameter. 
Proof: I. P x P is compact (see ex. 17.2). Let Q be the set of all (x,y)ePxP 
with e(jc, y) ^ e. Q is closed in P x P and hence it is compact. 
II. For every couple (x,y)eQ we may, by 27.2.12, choose a simple loop 
C(A% >) c P separating JC from y in P. Then we may choose a connected neighborhood 
U(x, y) of * in P and a connected neighborhood y) of y in P such that 
U(x,y) n C(x, = K(x,jO n C(x, y) = 0 . 
III. If (x,y)eQ, then Qn [CJ(x, y) x V(x, y)] is (see ex. 8.13) a neighborhood 
of (x, y) in Q. Thus (see 17.5.4), we may find a finite sequence such that 
(X;, .v«) e Q for 1 g / g f f i and that 
fie U ( ^ J i l x ^ i J i ) ) . 
/= I 
*) As P n + 0, it cannot be /?, -
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IV. There exists a <5 > 0 such that 
Q[U(xi9yd , C(xi9 yd] > 3 , Q[V(xi9 yd , C(xi9 yd] > 3 
for 1 ^ i ^ m. Applying theorem 27.3.3 m times, we obtain a refinement 9ft' of 9ft 
and simple loops Ct cz P (1 ^ i m) such that: [1] C, cz | 9ft' | (1 ^ i g m)9  
[2] zeCi=> Q[Z, C(xi9 yd] < 3 (1 ^ i ^ m)9 [3] Cf separates xř from yx in P 
(1 ^ i g m). 
V. Let G be a face of the map 9ft'. We have to prove that G is less than or equal 
to e in diameter. Let there exist, on the contrary, points xeG, yeG with 
Q(X9 y) > e. Then (x9y)eQ9 so that there is an index i (1 á * á tn) such that 
(x, y) G U(xi9 yd x V(xi9 yd. The distances of U(xi9 yd, V(xi9 yd from C(xi9 yd are 
greater than <5 and the distancee of every point zeCt from C(xi9yd is less than 3. 
Thus, U(xi9yd, V(xi9yd are connected subsets of P— Cx. On the other hand, 
XieU(xi9yd, xeU(xi9yd9 yieV(xi9yd, yeV(xi9yd and C, separates x, from 
yt in P. Hence, Cg separates x from y in P. As Cx c | |, | 9ft' | separates x 
from y in P. This is a contradiction, since x e G9 y e G and G is a connected subset 
of P - |9ft ' | . 
27.3.5. Let 9 b e a map of a spherical space P. Then 9ft has a finite number of faces 
and P is the union of the closures of these faces. 
Proof: The boundary of every face of the map 9ft is a union of some edges of 9ft. 
Hence, there is only a finite number of sets H which are a boundaries of faces 
of 9ft. If B(G) = H9 then G is (see 22.1.9) a component of P - H. H is a simple 
loop. Thus (see 27.2.7), each H is a boundary of at most two faces. Thus, 9JŽ has 
only a finite number of faces. Consequently (see section 8.1), the union of the 
closures of all the faces of 9ft is equal to P — | 9ft |. The set | 9ft | is closed and, 
by 12.2.4 and 27.2.4, nowhere dense, so that P - |9ft | = P. 
27.3.6. Let P be a spherical space. Let C c P be a simple loop. Let K be a component 
ofP—C. Let ae C9 b e C, a 4* b. Then there is a simple arc S with end points a9 b 
such that S - [(a) u (A)] c K. 
Proof: I. K is open (see 22.1.4), so that M = Ku (a) u (b) is CÓ(P). Thus (see 
15.5.2 and 17.2.1), M is a topologically complete space. The points a9 b belong 
to K by 21.2.7, so that M is connected by 18.1.7. By 22.3.1 it suffices to prove 
that M is locally connected. At every x G K9 K is locally connected and, hence, 
also M is locally connected at every xG^(see 22.1.2). It remains to prove that M 
is locally connected also at the points a9 b. Certainly is suffices to prove this for the 
point a. 
II. Choose an e > 0. We have to prove that there exists a 3 > 0 and a connected 
S cz (a) u K such that aeS9 Kn Q(at e) cz S cz Q(a9 e). 
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By 27.2.7 there exists a map 9ft of P with | 9ft | = C. By 27.3.4 there exists 
a refinement 9ft' of 9ft such that every face of 9ft' is less than e in diameter. The 
map 9ft' has (see 27.3.5) a finite number of faces; denote them by G, (1 g / g m). 
TO 
By 27.3.5, P = U 
¿=i 
If 1 g i g w, let: [1] ieAt if G{ c AT, a e G , , [2] /G/*2 if a e P - G{. There 
is a 5 > 0 such that i e A l y *G Gf imply g{a, x) > S. 
If ieAx, we have a GG,, G, cz Kn Gf, so that (a) KJ (Kn G,) is a connected 
set (see 18.1.7). Hence (see 18.1.5), also (a) u = S i s connected. 
ie/li 
Evidently S (a) KJ K, a e S, S CZ Q(a, E). 
We have to prove that AT n 5) cz S. Hence, let xeK, q(a, x) < S. As P = 
m __ 
= U Gf, there is an index i (1 g / ^ m) with xe G,. As q(a, x) < (5, / does not 
¿=i __ _ 
belong to.y42, so that aeGx. As xeKnGt and as K, Gt are open, we have /l n 
n Gf 4= H by 10.2.6. On the other hand, Gj is connected and we have G; cz P — 
9ft'|, B(K)= C = |9ft |_c |9ft ' | . Thus, G, n B(K) = 0 + /C n G,, so that, 
by 18.1.8, G, cz AT. As aeGi9 we have /G/4,. As ieA]y xeKc\G{, we have 
.r G S. 
Let P, Q be spherical spaces. Let 9ft be a map of P. Let 9t be a map of Q. We say 
that the maps P, 2 are isological (and we speak, more precisely, about an isology 
(/> g> h) between 9ft and 91), if: [1] there exists a one-to-one mapping / of the system 
of all vertices of onto the system of all vertices of 91, [2] there exists a one-to-one 
mapping g of the system of all edges of 9ft onto the system of all edges of 91, 
[3] there exists a one-to-one mapping h of the system of all faces of 9ft onto the 
system of all faces of 91, [4] if a, b are the end points of an edge S of 9ft, then /(a), 
/(b) are the end points of the edge g(S) of 91, [5] if G is a face of a map 9ft and if 
m m 
B(G) = U si> where Si are edges of 9ft, then B(h(G)) = U g(^). 
¿=i ¿=i 
If 9ft' is a refinement of 9ft, if 9T is a refinement of 9i, and if ( / ' , g\ ti) is an 
isology between 9ft' and 91', we say that ( / ' , g\ h') is an extension of the isology 
( f , g, h), if [1] for every vertex a of 9ft, f\a) = f(a); [2] if S is an edge of 9ft, if S' 
is an edge of 9ft' and if S' cz S9 then g'(S') c: g(S); [3] if G is a face of 9ft, if G' is 
a face of 9ft' and if G' cz G, then h\G') c h(G). 
If 9ft" is a refinement of 951', if 91" is a refinement of 91', and if an isology (/", 
g", h") between the map 9ft" and the map 91" is an extension of an isology ( / ' , g\ h') 
between the map 9ft' and the map 91', which itself is an extension of an isology 
(f>g,h) then evidently (f\g\h") is an extension of the isology ( f , g , h ) . 
21.3.1. Let P, Q be spherical spaces. Let 9ft be a map of P. Let 91 be a map of Q. 
Let ( / , g> h) be an isology between 9ft and 91. Let 9ft' be a refinement o/9ft. Then there 
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exists a refinement 91' of$l and an isology (f\g\ti) between 9ft' and 91' such that 
(/', g\ h') is an extension of the isology (/, g, h). 
Proof may be done, of course, under the assumption that 9ft' is an elementary 
refinement of the first or of the second kind of 9ft. (Then, 91' will be the same 
refinement of 91.) This is quite evident for elementary refinements of the first kind 
and may be easily proved for elementary refinements of the second kind considering 
theorems 27.2.9 and 27.3.6. 
Now, we are able to prove theorem 27.1.2. 
Proof: I. Choose (see 27.2.12) a simple loop C c f and a simple loop D cz Q. 
It is easy to construct (see 27.2.7) a map 9ft0 of P and a map 910 of Q such that 
| 9ft0 | = C, |910 I = T> and such that there exists an isology (/0,g0» ^o) between 
9ft0 and 910. 
II. We shall construct recursively a sequence {931,,}̂  of maps of P and a sequence 
of maps of Q such that 93J0 and 910 are the maps just constructed and such 
that: [1] for n = 1, 2, 3,..., 9ft„ is a refinement of sJPin_! and 91,, is a refinement 
of 91n_!, [2] for n = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . there exists an isology (f„,g„,hn) between 9ft„ 
and 91n (already constructed for n = 0), [3] for n = 1,2, 3,..., (/„,£„,//„) is an 
extension of the isology (fn-x, gn-x, //„-i), [4] for n = 1,2,3,. . . , every face of 
the map 9ft„ and every face of the map 91„ is less than n"1 in diameter. 
III. Let us assume to be determined, for some n = 1,2, 3,.. . , the map 9ft„_, 
of P, the map of Q and an isology (/„_,, g n - i , /*„.,) between 9ft„_1 and 
91„_!. We have to determine the maps 93i„, 91„ and the isologies ( fn ,gn ,hn) . By 27.3.4, 
there exists a refinement 93?' of 9ft„_1 such that every face of 93t' is less than n~ 1 
in diameter. By 27.3.7 we may determine a refinement 91' of 91/J_1 such that there 
exists an isology (/',£',/*') between 9ft' and 91', which is a refinement of (/„_,, 
gn_i, /?„-i). By 27.3.4 there exists a refinement 91„ of 91' such that every face of 9i„ 
is less than n i n diameter. By 27.3.7 there exists a refinement 9ft„ of 9ft' such that 
there exists an isology (fn,g„,hn) between 9ft„ and 91„, which is an extension of 
the isology ( / ' , gh'). The maps 9Jin, 91„ and the isology (/„, gn, hn) evidently satisfy 
the assumptions pronounced in II. 
IV. Let xeP. By 27.3.5, for every n (= 0, 1, 2,...) there exists at least one face 
of 9ft„ such that its closure contains the point x. Let G{B) (1 ^ / ^ kn) be all such 
faces of 9ft„. Put 
An(x)=\jW\ Bn(x) = (J i= 1 1 = 1 
If 1 g y ^ k n + i t then G<.n+1) is a connected subset of P - | 9ftn+J | c P - | 9Ji„ 
so that there is a face G of 9ft„ such that G$n+1) c= G. As xeG<n+1), we have 
xeG. Hence, there exists an index / such that 1 g i g G = G\n\ Thus, for 
every j (1 ^ j g kn+1) there is an / (1 g / g kn) such that G^n+1) c G\n\ Since 
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the isology (/„+i,£ r t+1,/* r t+i) is an extension of ( f n ,g n 9 h n ) , we also have 
hn+l(G(jn+i)) c hn{G<w)). Thus, An+i(x) cz ^„(x), £n+1(x) cz 2?„(x). Evidently £n(x) + 
00 
4= 0, Bn{x) = Bn(x). Thus, by 17.5.1, f l Bm(x) 4= 0. 
n = 1 
If 1 g i g kn, we have x e G[n). Since (/n, gn, hn) is an isology between the map 
and the map we may prove easily that there exists a point y„e Q such that 
ynehn(G(in)) for 1 g i g kn. The sets hn(G\n)) are less than n"1 in diameter. Thus, 
ao 
Bn(x) are less than 2 . /z"1 in diameter. Thus, f | Bn(x) is a one-point set, i.e. there 
oo n = 1 
is a point j e g with (y) = f l Put >> = <p(*). 
n = 1 
V. Thus, we have defined a mapping cp of P into Q. In the same way we define 
a mapping of Q into P. It is easy to prove that, for x e P, y e Q, 
y = cp{x) if and only if x = \J/(y). 
Thus, (pi s a one-to-one mapping of P onto Q and we have i¡/ = 
VI. Choose a point a e P and a number e > 0. There is an index n with 4 . n~1 < e. 
By 27.3.5 there is a <5 > 0 such that g{a, G) < <5 for every face G of 9Jt„ such that 
a e P - G. If x e P, x) < by 27.3.5 there is a face G of such that x e G. 
Since g(a, x) < we obtain a e G by the choice of <5. 
Thus, G cz n An{x) (see IV), so that hn(G) a Bn(a) n P„(x). Thus, Bn(a) n 
n P„(x) 4= 0. In IV, we took notice of the fact that the sets Bn(x) are less than 
l.n"1 in diameter. Evidently q>{a) e Bn(a), (p(x)eBn(x), so that Q{q>{x), cp(a)) < 
< 4 . < e. Thus (for a given a e P ) , for every e > 0 there is a 3 > 0 such that 
x e P , Q(a, x) < 3 imply Q((p(a), cp(x)) < e. Thus, q> is continuous. By the same 
argument (or, by 17.4.6), ifr is also continuous, i.e., q> is homeomorphic. 
27.4. 27.4.1. Let P be a locally connected unicoherent space. Let G cz P be an open 
connected set. Let n = 0,1, 2, . . . . P — G has exactly n components if and only if 
B(G) has exactly n components. 
Remark: By 22.1.14 and 25.2.4, or by 27.1.1 and 27.2.1 we may put, in theorem 
27.4.1, P = S2. 
Proof: I. Obviously it suffices to prove that the number of components of P — G 
is less than or equal to w, if and only if the number of components of B(G) is less 
than or equal to n. 
II. Let the number of components of B(G) be less than or equal to n. We have 
to prove that the number of components of P — G is less than or equal to n. Let 
us assume the contrary. Then there exist mutually distinct components A{ 
(0 g i g ri) of P — G. Since P is Unicoherent, it is connected. Evidently 0 4= At 4= P. 
Thus (see 18.1.8), B(A¿) 4= 0. As P is locally connected, we have (see 22.1.9) 
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B(Ad <= B(P - G) = 5(G). The sets are closed (see 18.2.2 and 8.7.4), so that 
B(AT) c A{. Hence, there is a point 5(G) (0 ^ / g n). Since there are 
less than or equal to n components, we have n > 0 and there is a component K 
of B(G) and indices y, k (0 ^ j < k ^ n) such that cij e AT, ak e K. Since G is open, 
we have B(G) a P — G. Thus, a,-, belong to a connected subset K of P — G so 
that they belong to the same component of P — G. This is a contradiction. 
III. Let the number of components of P — G be less than or equal to n. We have 
to prove that the number of components of B(G) is less than or equal to n. Let us 
assume the contrary. 
First, if n = 0, we have P — G = 0, hence G = P, hence B(G) = 0 and hence 
the number of components of B(G) is zero. Thus, let w ^ 1. 
By 18.3 and 18.3.11 there are mutually distinct quasicomponents A-T (0 ^ / g N) 
of B(G). Choose an AX (0 ^ / ^ n). As G is open, we have B(G) c P - G. 
Since the number of components of P — G is less than or equal to w, there exists 
a component K of P — G and indices j, k (0 ^ j < k ^ n) with a} e K, ake K. 
Since dj, ak belong to distinct quasicomponents of B(G) = G — G, the set 
P - B(G) = G u (P - G) separates a} from ak in P. By 22.1.12 there exists an 
irreducible cut C a G u (P — G) of P between the points ajf ak. C is connected 
by 25.1.2. As C c G u (P - G), we have, by 18.1.2 (see also 10.2.2), either C c G 
or C c P - G. 
If C cz G then G separates from ak in P. This is a contradiction, since aj e K, 
aks K and K is a connected subset of P — G. If C c P — G, then P — G separates tf,-
from in P. This is a contradiction, since e G, akeG and G is connected 
(see 18.1.6). 
27.4.2. Let P be a compact, locally connected and unicoherent space. Le/ G c P, 
r cz P be connected open sets. Le/ ¿/zere a homeomorphic mapping f of G 
onto P. Lei « = 0, 1,2, 5 ( 0 /z^ exactly n components if and only if B(G) has 
exactly n components. 
Remark: By 17.10.2, 22.1.14 ane 25.2.4 we may put, in theorem 27.4.2, P = S2. 
Proof: I. Evidently it suffices to prove that if the number of components of B(G) 
is greater than n, then the number of components of B(T) is also greater than n. 
II. Let B(G) have more than n components. Then (see ex. 10.3 and 18.11) we 
n 
may put B(G) = (J AT where A{ 4= 0 and the sets A{ are disjoint and closed in B(G) 
i = o 
and hence (see 10.3.1) closed in P. Ag are compact (see 17.2.2), so that (see 17.3.4) 
there is an e > 0 such that 0 ^ j < k ^ n implies Q(AJ9 AK) > 2e. (For n = 0 
choose the e > 0 arbitrarily.) 
III. For 0 g / S N put UG = Q(AI9 E). Evidently are disjoint and open 
n 
(see 8.6). Moreover, B(G) = G - G c |J Ut . 
¿ = 0 
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Put C = G - (J Uh so that C c G. Obviously C = G - (J Uit so that C 
1 = 0 1=0 
is closed. Thus (see 17.2.2), C is compact, so that f(C) c T is also compact and 
hence (see 17.4.2) closed in P. 
IV. Choose an a^ A { (0 g i ^ n). By 8.2.1 there exist sequences 
(0 ^ / g n) such that bikeG, lim bik = ax. We may assume that, for every /, X, 
X-*aO 
L>(bik, ai) < e, and hence bik G G n i / f . 
As bik G G, there exist points f(bik) e P. As P is compact, we may, for 0 g / g n, 
find a subsequence {c^iLi of {¿¿¿JiLi such that lim/(cu) = OL{ exists. We have 
f(cik) G P and hence e f (0 g * g «). 
If, for some / (0 ^ i ^ n), there were a4- G P, we would have (since / is homeo-
morphic) lim cik = /-^(a,) G G, which is a contradiction, since (see 7.1.2) lim cik = 
X-*cc _ X-* oo 
= TFJ G G — G. Thus, a. G P - P = £(P) for 0 ^ / g Thus, £(P) * 0 and the 
proof for n = 0 is finished. 
V. For zr > 0, it remains to prove that the points a,- (0 ^ / ^ n) belong to distinct 
components of B{T). Let us assume the contrary. Then there are indices j, k 
(0 G / < k G n) and a component K of B(G) such that ccj G K, ccke K. 
Since P is locally connected and as the set /(C) c= P c P - Z?(P) c P -
— ((ay) u (a*)) is closed, there exists a connected neighborhood Vx of a,- and 
a connected neighborhood V2 of afc such that u V2 c P — /(C). u K2 u K 
is connected (see 18.1.4). Since l im f ( c j k ) = a,-, lim/(cfcA) = afc, there exists an 
A-+OO A-+OO 
index p with f(cJM) e Vx, f(ck]X) e V2. 
VI. Since cjtl e Uj9 ckfle Uk, since the sets V{ (0 g i g «) are disjoint and open, 
n 
and since C = G — (J C/£, C evidently separates from ckfl in G. Since / is 
i = 0 
a homeomorphic mapping, /(C) separates /(£,>) from f(ckfl) in P. Thus, / (C) u 
u (P — P) separates /(cy„) from /(c*M) in P. 
Hence (see 21.1.12), there exists an irreducible cut S c= / (C)u(P - P) of P 
between /(c,>) and f(ckfl). By 25.1.2, 5 is connected. Since /(C), P — P are separa-
ted (see 10.2.1), we have, by 18.1.2, either S c= /(C) or S c: P - P. 
If £ c= /(C), then /(C) separates f(cjfl) from f(ckfi) in P. This is a contradiction, 
since f(cjfl), f(ckfi) belong to the connected set ^ u ^ u J ^ c ? - / ( C ) . If S cz 
c P - P, then P — T separates /(c,>) from /(cM) in P. This is a contradiction, 
since P is connected and contains both f(cjfi), /(cfcM). 
27.4.3. A set G a S2 ij homeomorphic to E2 if and only if: [1] G w open and connected, 
[2] S2 — G w connected. 
Proof: I. Let G be homeomorphic to E2. Then (see 26.1.1) G is homeomorphic 
to S2 - (co). Thus, G is open by 26.4.5. G is connected by 19.2.4. P - G is connected 
by 27.4.2 (see also 27.4.1). 
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II. Let G be open and connected, let S2 — G be connected. By 17.9.1, G is 
a separable and locally compact space. Hence (see 17.9.2), there exists a compact 
space P and a point aeP such that there exists a homeomorphic mapping <p of G 
onto P - (a). 
It suffices to prove that P is a spherical space. In fact, P is then homeomorphic 
to S2 by 27.1.1, so that G is homeomorphic with E2 by 17.10.4. 
Thus, we have to prove that P has properties (a), (/?), (y) stated in 27.1. 
III. Define a mapping/of S2 onto P as follows. If x e G, let f(x) = (p(x); if xe 
e S2 - G, put f(x) = a. (We have S2 - G 4= 0, since S2 — G is connected.) 
We shall prove that / is continuous. Let x„eS 2 , x e S 2 , -> x; we have to 
prove that /(xn) /(x). First, if x e G, then (as G is open) there is an index p such 
that, for n > p, xneG and hence /(x„) = cp(xn), so that lim /(xn) = lim cp(xn) = 
= <P(x) = /(A).-Secondly, let .veS2 - G, hence,/(X) = a. We have to prove that 
l i m f ( x n ) = a. Assume the contrary. Then there is an e > 0 and a subsequence 
{yn}t of {*„} such that Q[a,f(yn)] ^ e for every n. Thus, for every n, f(yn) 4= ay 
i.e. yn g G, f(yn) = ^ (^n) . Denote by M the set of all z eP with g(a, z) ^ s. M is 
closed in P and hence (see 17.2.2) compact. Thus, there is a subsequence {y'n}T 
of {>'„} and a point ze M with lim <p(>v) = As M c P - (a) and <p is homeo-
morphic, we have l i m ^ = <p_i(z) e q>-{[P - (a)] = G. This is a contradiction, 
since lim y'n = x e S 2 - G by 7.1.2. 
IV. Since / is continuous, P is a continuum by 18.1.10 and 19.2.5. G is locally 
connected by 22.1.3 and 22.1.14. Since (p is a homeomorphic mapping, <p(G) = 
= P — (a) is also locally connected. Hence, P is locally connected at every xeP — 
- (a), so that P - L(P) e (¿7) by 22.2.1. As P is a continuum, we have L(P) = P 
by 22.2.5, so that P is locally connected by 22.2.2. Thus, P has property (a). 
V. Property (P) requires P - 0>) connected for every ye P. This is evident for 
v = a, since P — (a) is homeomorphic with the connected G. Thus, let y 4= a, 
so that there is an xeG with P - (>>) = f[S2 - (*)]. S2 - (x) is connected, so 
that P - (y) is connected by 18.1.10. 
VI. It remains to prove that P has property (y). Let A, £ be sets closed in P and 
such that A n B is either void or connected, and let u, v be two distinct points of 
P — (A u B) such that neither A nor B separates u from v in P. We have to prove 
that A VJ B does not separate u from v in P. 
S2 is compact. Moreover,/is a continuous mapping of S2 onto P such that, for 
yeP,f_ ,(>>) is either a one-point set, or /_ ¡(y) = S2 — G, so that/_ ,(>>) is connected 
for every y e P. Thus (see 19.1.8),/_ t(5) is connected whenever SaP is connected. 
Choose points reS2, seS2 with f(r) = w, /(s) = v. Put A0 = f..x(A), B0 = 
= f-\(B). Evidently, r, s are distinct points of S2 — (A0 u B0). 
A0 and B0 are closed in S2 (see 9.2). Evidently A0 n B0 =/^t(A n B). Since 
A n B is void or connected, A0 n B0 is also void or connected. 
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Since A does not separate u from v in P, u, v belong to the same quasicompo-
nent of P — A. On the other hand, P is locally connected and P — A is open. Thus 
(see 22.1.3 and 22.1.5), u9 v belong to the same component AT of P - A. Since K 
is connected, f-i(K) is also connected. Moreover, f-x{K) a S2 — A09 ref^x(K)9 
sef_ K). Thus, A0 does not separate r from s in S2 . Similarly we may prove that B0 
does not separates from s in S2. S2 has property (7). Thus, A0 u B0 does not sepa-
rate r from s in S2. 
If A u B separates u from v in P, we have P — (A u B) = U u V, u e U9 v e V9 
U n V = 0 and U9 V are open in P - (A u B) and hence in P. Then, however, 
S 2 - ( ^ 0 - P 0 ) = / _ 1 ( C / ) U / . 1 ( F ) , ref-x(U), sef-t(V), f^(U) nf^(V) = 0 , 
and f-i(C/),f~i(V) are (see 9.2) open, i.e. A0 u B0 separates r from s in S2, which 
is a contradiction. 
27.4.4. Let G cz S 2 , P cz S 2 . Let G be open and connected; let S 2 — G have a finite 
number n (= 0, 1, 2,...) of components. P is homeomorphic with G if and only if: 
[1] P is open and connected, [2] S2 — P has n components. 
Remark: Theorem 27.4.3 is a consequence (see 17.10.4) of the case with n = 1 
of theorem 27.4.4. Of course, the proof of theorem 27.4.3 was not superfluous; 
we shall need theorem 27.4.3 in the proof of theorem 27.4.4. 
Proof: I. Let P be homeomorphic with G, so that P is connected. P is open by 
26.4.5 and S2 — P has n components by 27.4.1 and 27.4.2. 
II. Choose mutually distinct points sxe S2 (A = 1, 2, 3,...) and put Mn = S2 — 
n 
— U (sx)l hence, M0 = S2 , Mn + i = Mn — (sn+l). Since two sets, each of which x= 1 
is homeomorphic with a third one, are homeomorphic, it suffices to prove, for 
every n (= 0, 1,2,...), the following theorem VN: Let G c S2 be open and connected, 
let S2 — G have n components; then G is homeomorphic with Mn. 
Theorem V0 is evident: if S2 — G has no component, we have S2 — G = 0 and 
hence G = S2 = M0. Theorem Vx follows by 27.4.3, as we remarked above. Thus, 
it suffices to prove theorem VN+L assuming the validity of theorem VN (for a given 
n ^ 1). 
III. Thus, let theorem V„ be valid for a given n = 1, 2, 3, . . . , and let G cz S2 
be open and connected; let S2 — G have n + 1 components. We have to prove 
that G is homeomorphic with Mn+l. 
Denote by Kt (0 ^ 1 ̂  n) the components of S2 — G, so that K{ a S2 are con-
nected closed sets. 
Put G0 = G u K0. Then G0 is an open set. By 19.3.1 we have G n K0 = B(G) n 
r\K0 = B{ S2 - G) n K0 4= 0, so that G0 = [ C u ( C n /Q] u K0 is connected by 
n 
18.1.5 and 18.1.7. We have S2 - G0 = U s o t h a t S2 - has n components. 
¿ = 1 
Thus, by VN there exists a homeomorphic mapping/of G0 onto Mn. 
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Put f(G) = T, f(K0) = i f . K0 is connected, so that if is also connected; K0 is 
closed in S 2 and hence compact, so that if is also compact and hence closed in S 2. 
G is connected, so that r is also connected. We have S 2 = Mn u (S2 — Mn) = 
n 
= TuJSf u U (s^) with disjoint summands. Since if is closed, we have evidently 
n _A = 1 _ 
U (sx) c F a n ( i hence r <= S 2 - if c r , so that S 2 - if is connected. Moreover. 
A = 1 
certainly S 2 - if is open and S 2 - (S2 - i f ) = if is connected. Thus, by 27.4.3, 
there exists a homeomorphic mapping <p of S 2 — if onto E 2. Put (p(sk) = z/A  
(1 ^ X ^ /i). 
For x e G put g(x) = <p[/(*)]. Obviously g is a homeomorphic mapping of G 
n n + 1 
onto E 2 - U (ux). Hence, it suffices to prove that the sets Mn+l = S 2 - (J 
n A = 1 A = 1 
— U (uA) a r e homeomorphic, which is easy (see 17.10.4). 
A = 1 
Exercises 
27.1. Deduce theorem 27.2.5 from 27.1.1 and from theorems of §26. 
27.2. Similarly deduce theorem 27.2.6. 
27.3. Similarly deduce theorem 27.2.8. 
27.4. Deduce theorem 27.2.9 from 27.2.6 and 27.2.7 without use of theorem 27.2.8. 
27.5. Generalize theorem 27.8.8 (and its proof) in such a way that one may speak about n simple 
arcs instead of Clt C2, C 3 . 
27.6. Proving theorem 27.1.2, we chosed a simple loop C <= P and a simple loop D <= Q. We 
constructed there a homeomorphic mapping <p of P onto Q such that <p{C) = D. From this 
we may prove easily the following theorem: Let Cx <=• S 2 and C2 c S 2 be simple loops 
and let Gf be a component of S 2 — Cf (i = 1, 2). There exists a homeomorphic mapping (p 
of Gt onto G2. We have (p{Cx) — C 2 . [In addition theorem 26.4.5 yields that under every 
homeomorphic mapping <p of onto G2 we have <p(Cx) = C2 . ] 
